
MediaCorp Pte Ltd 

Daily Programme Listing 
 

okto SUNDAY  1  APRIL  2012 
 

7.00AM           In  The Night  Garden (Set 4 / Ep 10 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

7.30  In The Night Garden (Set 5 / Ep 10 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 
8.00           oktOriginal: Mat Yoyo: The New Generation (Eps 15 - 16 / Local Preschool / R)  

` (幼儿乐园) 

 

9.00  The Green Squad (Eps 19 - 20 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 

9.30 Flash & Dash (Sr 2 / Ep 38 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

Frank Karl and Josh have a strong desire to promote to world cup. However, the three 
heavenly kings hold up their steps in the semi-final. Luke will be operated on the same day 
of the final and the children hope to tell him their victory, praying for his successful 
operation. 

 

10.00  The Mysteries Of Alfred Hedgehog (Eps 43 - 44 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)  

J.J. is giving all his possessions away and is planning to travel the world.  He’s acting very 
strange and no one seems to know why.  Alfred, Milo and Camille investigate and discover 
J.J. thinks he’s found gold.  When word spreads, everyone in Gnarly Woods gets gold 
fever. Alfred and his team however discover that J.J. found pyrite, otherwise known as 
“Fools Gold”.  Lili is very upset when her 99 fish disappear in the lake! Alfred is called and 
discovers they weren’t really fish.  They looked like f ish but were tadpoles and became 
frogs and all 99 of them are around! 

 
10.30  Cardfight Vanguard (Ep 12 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

The shop tournament has reached the semi-finals, and Kamui stands before Aichi. These 
two have agreed not to goeasy on each other just before the matches, and the fight begins 
amidst all the anxiety. Will Aichi be able to showKamui how much he has progressed as a 
Vanguard fighter!? 

 
11.00  oktOriginal: Dream School (Sr 2 / Ep 8 / Last Episode / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R)  

(电视剧) 

It's the build up to this moment. The fundraiser night for the school  except less than half of 
the tickets have been sold and the guest list pales in comparison to Fame Academy's gala 
celebrity list. What can possibly save Dreamschool now?  Will there be a miracle? 
 

11.30  oktOriginal: The Diary Of Amos Lee (Ep 10 / Last Episode / Local Drama / Schoolkids / 

R) (电视剧) 

AMOS gets two calls from home GRANDPA has a heart attack and MUM has gone into 
labour.  However, Amos gets a call from COACH to rejoin the team. MICHAEL even 
suggests a temporary truce. Torn, Amos must choose between fulfilling his fantasy of 
being swimming champion, or taking responsibility and being there for his family. Will 
Amos finally decides to take the plunge? 

 
 



okto SUNDAY  1  APRIL  2012 
 

12.00NN Geronimo Stilton (Ep 1 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) 
When a pair of extremely rare Shufongfong lizards are stolen from the New Mouse City Museum, 
Geronimo suspects that the visiting Prince Nogouda is the culprit. Geronimo’s suspicions take our 
heroes deep into the savage Bandel Jungle where they learn that rare lizards are not the only thing 
that the Prince is interested in adding to his collection. 

 

12.30PM Time Warp Trio (Ep 6 / Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

1.00  Sangokuden Brave Battle Warriors (Eps 13 - 14 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)   

 
2.00  Pearlie (Eps 10 - 11 / Schoolkids / R) 
 

3.00 oktOriginal: World Class (Eps 10 - 1 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 
4.00 Masked Rider Den-O (Eps 1 - 2 / Schoolkids / R)  
 

5.00 oktOriginal: The Seekers (Eps 7 – 8 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

 
6.00  Wild Kratts (Ep 6 / Schoolkids / R)  
 

6.30  The Mysteries Of Alfred Hedgehog (Eps 1 - 2 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 
7.00         Pokemon: DP Sinnoh League Victors (Season 13 / Ep 10 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R)  

(卡通片) 
On their way to the Grand Festival, a meeting with Johanna in Neighborly Town reveals that she is 
to teach a beginning Pokémon class to some young students. When she's asked to judge the 
Neighborly Town Pokémon Contest (taking place at the same time as her class), our heroes offer to 
substitute for Johanna. Once they're in charge of the students, their attention is drawn to a boy 
named Thomas. He loves to pull practical jokes and Piplup seems to be the chosen target of those 
jokes!  Each of our heroes chooses a different subject to teach. When it's Dawn's turn to explain the 
workings of a Pokémon Contest, she decides to formulate a brand-new combination on the spot. 
Unfortunately, "Ice Chandelier" fails to work, and Dawn is dismayed but determined to work on it. 
And, thanks to good advice from Thomas, she figures out how to make the combo succeed! 

 

7.30 Dinosaur King D-Kids Adventures (Ep 47 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

While the D-Team seeks out the location of Alpha’s secret base, the android, Jonathan, 
explains that one of their own members is in fact a guest from the distant future.  Rex’s 
parents had traveled through time to save the dinosaurs while Rex was still unborn.  When 
Seth and Dr. Z betrayed them, they had been lost in an unknown period, leaving Rex in 
the present.  Max and friends, however, have little time, however, to digest these 
revelations.  Seth is even now enacting his plan to usurp Dr. Z’s position and use his 
genetically enhanced dinosaurs to conquer the world. 
 

8.00  The Avengers: Earth's Mightiest Heroes (Yr 1 / Ep 1 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 

8.30  oktOriginal: Before I Was Awesome (Ep 7 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 
Kevin and his friends go on a camping trip, but it doesn’t go quite as they’d expected when they end 
up losing their way. Meanwhile, Zaki deals with a smelly problem of his own. 

 
 



okto SUNDAY 1 APRIL  2012 
 

9.00PM           DOCUMENTARY: Make Do And Mend (Sr 1 / Eps 9 - 10 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Simon cooks tasty and inexpensive curry, Jo helps a young couple to give their dining 
room a makeover, and Lucia has a simple remedy for smelly shoes.  Simon helps a young 
man prepare a budget Sunday lunch for his extended family, Lucia repairs a teddy bear 
toy, and Jo continues the dining room makeover. 

 

10.00  FILMART: The Tree (Mandarin Movie With English Subtitles) (艺 术 影 院)   

THE TREE is a mysterious thriller filled with powerful drama from strong characterisation 
delivered by award-winning actors, Zoe Tay and Francis Ng. What distinguishes this 
movie from other mystery thriller is the impactful underlying theme of parental love. 

 
12.00MN        Close 
 
 

  

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
Daily Programme Listing 
 

okto MONDAY  2  APRIL  2012 
 

9.00AM           Sesame Street (Season 40 / Ep 1 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)   

 

10.00               oktOriginal: WITZ! (Ep 1 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 
 

10.30  Wonder Pets (Sr 2 / Ep 16 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 
 

11.00               Wow! Wow! Wubbzy (Sr 2 / Ep 1 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.30  Mickey Mouse Clubhouse (Yr 3 / Ep 29 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 
 

12.00NN   Dinosaur Train (Ep 19 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 
12.30PM         Hi-5 (Sr 13 / Ep 21 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

   

1.00  oktOriginal: WITZ! (Ep 1 / Local Preschoo l / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.30  Angelina Ballerina (Sr 3 / Eps 33 - 34 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.00  Wow! Wow! Wubbzy (Sr 2 / Ep 1 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.30  Wonder Pets (Sr 2 / Ep 16 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C  (Ep 19 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: Watch Eat! (Sr 3 / Ep 19 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 



4.00 oktOriginal: Robbie And The Book Of Tales (Sr 2 / Ep 9 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R)  

(电视剧)   
 

4.30  oktOriginal: Expedition (Ep 5 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

5.00  Animalia (Ep 37 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 
5.30  Arthur (Sr 13 / Ep 20 / Schoolkids / R) 
 

6.00  Bakugan Battle Brawlers (Sr 2 / Ep 44 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

  

6.30  The Amazing Spiez (Sr 2 / Ep 1 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 
When the school Science Fair rolls around, Marc is determined to win so he creates a robot. But 
when it doesn’t work as well as he hoped, he decides to “borrow” a little technology from WOOHP 
to help him out. What he doesn’t realize, however, is that the technology was confiscated from a 
WOOHP villain named Techno Tommy and that Techno Tommy created the microchip in the hopes 
of making people’s computers rebel against them which is exactly what Marc’s robot starts to do.  
 
 

 

okto MONDAY  2  APRIL  2012 
 

7.00PM Voltron Force (Ep 23 / Schoolkids) 

While battling the roots of a plant-like Robeast, Allura must choose between becoming 
Queen of Arus or continuing her role as Blue Lion pilot.  
 

7.30  Pair Of Kings (Yr 1 / Ep 11 / Schoolkids) 

 
8.00  Kids Detective (Sr 1 / Ep 4 / Schoolkids / R) 

Linking together some strange clues in a messy playground crime AND using ultra-violet 
light to see invisible clues AND reconstructing a face from bare bones AND looking at the 
telltale marks made by a lock-breaking diary intruder. 
 

8.30  oktOriginal: KNOCKOUT: ALL STARS (New Series / Ep 1 / Local Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Team vs Team. Supreme vs Extreme. Gurmit vs Haikel. Welcome to the show where two 
teams face off in the name of art to become the Ultimate All Star Team. Let the battle 
begin!  This week, we put on our dancing shoes. Ooboo and Booboo wax lyrical about 
Contemporary Dance and the teams pour their hearts and souls into their choreography as 
they go toe to toe in a dance challenge. Then the teams’ improvisation skills are tested as 
they are thrown in the deep end in the Mystery Challenge. It’s supreme art at its extreme 
best, only on KNOCKOUT ALL STARS!  

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

okto MONDAY  2  APRIL  2012 
 



9.00PM           ANIMAL NIGHT: Bite Me With Dr Mike Leahy: Vietnam (Ep 2 / Info-ed)  

(With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目)  

From the city streets of Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City to exotic jungles and picturesque 
paddy fields in Vietnam, virologist Mike Leahy searches for and examines harmful 
creatures, such as the toxic centipede, the Asian Forest Scorpion, the tapeworm, and a 
flea which spreads many deadly human diseases. 

 
10.00  a-ok: Popstar To Operastar (Sr 2 / Ep 2 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Four more pop stars (Claire Richards, Jocelyn Brown, Andy Bell and Joseph Washbourn) 
take to the opera stage in this second round of the competition. Rolanda Villazon, one of 
the four judges, performs while the pop stars wait to hear their fate. 

 

11.30   a-ok: Euromaxx (Ep 37 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

This episode features a Scottish sculptor who uses everyday material to create unusual 
artworks, a Dutch architect who builds idyllic “floating homes” in Amsterdam, and an 
amateur boxing event in Cologne, Germany. 

 
12.00AM         Close 



MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
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okto TUESDAY  3  APRIL  2012 
 

9.00AM           Sesam e St reet  (Season 40 / Ep 2 / Preschoo l) (幼儿乐园) 
 

10.00   oktOriginal: WITZ! (Ep 2 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

10.30  Wonder Pets (Sr 2 / Ep 17 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.00  Wow ! Wow ! Wubbzy (Sr  2 / Ep  2 / Preschoo l) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.30  Mickey Mouse Clubhouse (Yr 3 / Ep 30 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 
 

12.00NN   Dinosaur Train (Ep 20 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

12.30PM         Hi-5 (Sr 13 / Ep 22 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.00  oktOriginal: WITZ! (Ep 2 / Local Preschoo l / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.30  Angelina Ballerina (Sr 3 / Eps 35 - 36 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.00  Wow! Wow! Wubbzy (Sr 2 / Ep 2 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.30  Wonder Pets (Sr 2 / Ep 17 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: Club M.A.G.I.C  (Ep 20 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: Watch Eat! (Sr 3 / Ep 20 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 
4.00 oktOriginal: Robbie And The Book Of Tales (Sr 2 / Ep 10 / Local Drama / Schoolkids /   

(电视剧)   

 

4.30  oktOriginal: Expedition (Ep 6 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 
 

5.00  Animalia (Ep 38 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 
5.30  Pirates, Adventures In Art (Ep 1 / Debut / Schoolkids) 

Princess Cleo and her crew must thwart creativity-crushing Queen Conformia and 
take back the Kingdom of Chroma!  
 

6.00  Bakugan Battle Brawlers (Sr 2 / Ep 45 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 

6.30  The Amazing Spiez (Sr 2 / Ep 2 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 
When Cal and Karen announce they’re going away for the weekend, they tell the bummed kids they 
will have to stay with Aunt Trudi! Meanwhile, Jerry sends the spies to check out reports of various 
WOOHP agents disappearing around the globe. When they investigate, they quickly discover that 
the agents have been shrunk down to tiny, half-inch versions of themselves! They eventually find 



that Davey Hacker is to blame. Escaping from WOOHP, Hacker is trying to eliminate spies as 
revenge for him being rejected as a WOOHP agent!  

 
 

okto TUESDAY  3  APRIL  2012 
 
7.00PM Voltron Force (Ep 24 / Schoolkids) 

King Lotor is replicated into a powerful army of clones who attempt to take over Planet 
Arus and destroy Voltron forever.  

 
7.30  Pair Of Kings (Yr 1 / Ep 12 / Schoolkids) 

When Boomer and Brady realize that the islanders do not understand the concept of a 
practical joke, they set out to prank everyone on the island, but the kings' plan backfires 
when the Kinkowians get their chance at revenge. 

 
8.00  Gastronuts: Why Don't We Eat Custard On Pizza? (Schoolkids / R)  

Roast beef and gravy, fish and chips, chocolate and almost anything. Some foods just 
seem born to go together, but what makes them combine so well, what happens when 
foods clash, and can we make and break the rules of food? In an effort to find out Stefan 
and the Gastronuts eat the world’s weirdest combinations, cook with a steam roller and 
make the legendary bum sandwich. 

 
8.30  Lab Rats Challenge (Ep 26 / Schoolkids / R) 

Does catching a ball off a basketball sound challenging? Players attempt to master and 
apply the “ball on ball” technique where a small plastic ball is placed on top of a basketball, 
they are both dropped, projecting the small ball to the other team member.  As balls fly in 
every direction, the team that catches the most plastic balls and places them in the bucket 
at the end of the exhausting 2 minutes, will become today’s Nano Challenge champions.  

 
 
okto TUESDAY 3  APRIL  2012 
 
9.00PM          DOCUMENTARY: Stan Lee's Superhumans (Sr 1 / Ep 5 / Info-ed) (PG) (益智节目) 

Daniel meets Patrick Musimu of Dutch Caribbean, who can free dive to nearly 700 feet 
and hold his breath for over 8 minutes; Miroslaw Magola from Brighton, England, who 
exhibits telekinetic powers; Shaun Ellis of Devon, England, who lives and communicates 
with wolves; and Eskil Rønningsbakken from Norway, who performs incredible feats of 
balance.  

  
10.00 a-ok:  My First Film (Ep 8 / Local Drama / 2nd Telecast) (电视剧) 

This week we are featuring these clips from Temasek Polytechnic: “Lunch Time”, 
“Deadline” and “Voodoo”. 
 

10.30 oktOriginal: KNOCKOUT: ALL STARS (Ep 1 / Local Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目)  

This week, we put on our dancing shoes. Ooboo and Booboo wax lyrical about 
Contemporary Dance and the teams pour their hearts and souls into their choreography as 
they go toe to toe in a dance challenge. Then the teams’ improvisation skills are tested as 
they are thrown in the deep end in the Mystery Challenge. It’s supreme art at its extreme 
best, only on KNOCKOUT ALL STARS!  

 

11.00  a-ok: Orchestra Of The Music Makers (Ep 2 / Local Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目) 



 
11.30  a-ok: A Bloodline To The Arts (Ep 3 / Local Culture / 2nd Telecast)  

 
12.00MN         Close 
 
 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
Daily Programme Listing 
 

okto  WEDNESDAY 4  APRIL  2012 
 

9.00AM           Sesam e St reet  (Season 40 / Ep 3 / Preschoo l) (幼儿乐园) 
 

10.00   oktOriginal: WITZ! (Ep 3 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

  

10.30  Wonder Pets (Sr 2 / Ep 18 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.00  Wow ! Wow ! Wubbzy (Sr  2 / Ep  3 / Preschoo l) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.30  Mickey Mouse Clubhouse (Yr 3 / Ep 31 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 
 

12.00NN   The Cat In The Hat Knows A Lot About That! (Ep 21 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

12.30PM         Hi-5 (Sr 13 / Ep 23 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.00  oktOriginal: WITZ! (Ep 3 / Local Preschoo l / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.30  Angelina Ballerina (Sr 3 / Eps 37 - 38 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园)  

 

2.00  Wow! Wow! Wubbzy (Sr 2 / Ep 3 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.30  Wonder Pets (Sr 2 / Ep 18 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: High On A Hill (Ep 1 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 1 / Ep 1 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 
4.00 oktOriginal: Robbie And The Book Of Tales (Sr 2 / Ep 11 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) 

(电视剧)   

 

4.30  oktOriginal: Expedition (Ep 7 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

5.00  Animalia (Ep 39 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 
5.30  Pirates, Adventures In Art (Ep 2 / Schoolkids) 
 

6.00  Bakugan Battle Brawlers (Sr 2 / Ep 46 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)  

 

6.30  The Amazing Spiez (Sr 2 / Ep 3 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 



When Lee, Marc, Megan and Tony discover that the morning newspaper has a front page story 
about “mysterious spies” in the city, with grainy pictures of them subduing a bad guy, they totally 
freak and immediately call Jerry! At WOOHP, Jerry informs the spies that they’ll have to take a 
break from spying for a while at least until he can figure out who’s trying to expose them. But their 
hiatus doesn’t last long, because, soon after returning to their daily lives, they learn that Jerry has 
been kidnapped and they immediately set out to find him! What the gang eventually uncovers is 
that Jerry’s sister Sherry has returned in the form of an evil paparazzi with plans to expose the kids 
and her brother for once and for all. 

 
okto  WEDNESDAY 4  APRIL  2012 

 
7.00PM Voltron Force (Ep 25 / Schoolkids) 

The Voltron Force takes on a fully powered King Lotor, all while fighting a rogue spider 
Robeast that is able to merge itself with its foe.  

 
7.30  Ben 10: Ultimate Alien (Ep 21 / Schoolkids) 

The team discovers a strange alien girl with no memory -- but Sunder has been hired to 
capture her! 

 

8.00  Ooglies (Ep 19 / Schoolkids) 
 

8.30  Dick 'n' Dom Go Wild! (Sr 1 / Ep 1 / Debut / Schoolkids)   
Dick ‘N’ Dom get their hands on back-stage passes for willing helpers to get stuck 
in at Britain’s busiest vets, wildlife sanctuaries and animal rescue centres. Their 
young volunteers are up for a massive challenge but they’re not all big animal 
lovers. Will a day on the frontline looking after wounded wildlife and poorly pets 
change their minds?   Richard McCourt and Dominic Wood take willing volunteers 
to work with injured wild animals and sick pets and for some recruits this is the first 
time they’ll have come into close contact with animals.  Some of them aren’t 
allowed pets, others are scared of wild animals and many of them think that British 
wildlife is downright boring. But Dick and Dom are out to change all that and show 
their volunteers that pets and wildlife really rock and that animals need their help! 

 
 

okto WEDNESDAY  4  APRIL  2012 
 
9.00PM          ANIMAL NIGHT: River Monsters: European Maneater (Ep 3 / Info-ed / 2nd Telecast)  

(With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目)  

Jeremy Wade travels to Germany where he meets modern day victims of a freshwater 
beast that has been raising its snout above the surface of waterways in Europe regularly 
over the past 700 years. In Spain Wade discovers first hand that the Wels catfish is a 
living breathing aggressive predator growing to man-eating proportions capable of 
everything depicted in medieval records and more. 

 
10.00   a-ok: Watch This Space (Sr 2 / Ep 1 / Local Info-ed) (益智节目)  

2 artists team up to create unique works of art for an unsuspecting public and unexpected 
space in just 14 days! The art piece has to be site specific and most importantly: 
accessible to public  This season, Watch This Space targets both public outdoor spaces 
and select indoor locations such as the inside of a shopping mall and even a busy office 
complex. The idea is to target a variety of spaces and expose art to a variety of people. 
Imagine businessmen being affronted by an unexpected art piece on their way up to the 
office. 



 
10.30  a-ok: The Travelling Palette (Sr 2 / Ep 1 / Local Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目) 

 
11.00  a-ok: Women, Water And 10,000 Miles (Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目) 

Rajasthan in northwestern India is one of the driest and most arid places on the planet. In 
the villages in this region, water is solely a woman’s problem. She has to travel more than 
10,000 miles a year just to find and get water for the entire household. 

 
12.00MN     Close 
 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
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okto  THURSDAY  5  APRIL  2012 
 

9.00AM           Sesam e St reet  (Season 40 / Ep 4 / Preschoo l) (幼儿乐园) 
 

10.00   oktOriginal: WITZ! (Ep 4 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 
 

10.30  Wonder Pets (Sr 2 / Ep 19 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.00  Wow ! Wow ! Wubbzy (Sr  2 / Ep  4 / Preschoo l) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.30  Mickey Mouse Clubhouse (Yr 3 / Ep 32 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 
 

12.00NN   The Cat In The Hat Knows A Lot About That! (Ep 22 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
 

12.30PM         Hi-5 (Sr 13 / Ep 24 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

  

1.00  oktOriginal: WITZ! (Ep 4 / Local Preschoo l / R) (幼儿乐园) 
 

1.30  Angelina Ballerina (Sr 3 / Eps 39 - 40 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.00  Wow! Wow! Wubbzy (Sr 2 / Ep 4 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.30  Wonder Pets (Sr 2 / Ep 19 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: High On A Hill (Ep 2 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 1 / Ep 2 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 
4.00 oktOriginal: Robbie And The Book Of Tales (Sr 2 / Ep 12 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) 

(电视剧)   

 

4.30  oktOriginal: Expedition (Ep 8 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

5.00  Animalia (Ep 40 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 
5.30  Pirates, Adventures In Art (Ep 3 / Schoolkids) 



 

6.00  LEGO Ninjago (Sr 2 / Ep 2 / Schoolkids / R) (卡通片) 

Back in training mode with the looming threat of Lloyd and the Hypnobrai, Zane wanders 
after a Falcon and lands himself in a heap of trouble.  The rest of the Ninja leave the 
training dojo to help him and return to find that the snakes have burned it to the ground.   

 
 

okto  THURSDAY  5  APRIL  2012 
 

6.30PM The Amazing Spiez (Sr 2 / Ep 4 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

When the kids stop by Siber Smoothies, they're disappointed because someone stole the 
smoothie-making device! They tell Jerry that he needs to send them on a mission to find 
out who’s responsible, but Jerry instead sends them on a mission to check out reports of 
bizarre weather patterns all over the world. They discover that the bad weather isn't 
occurring just outdoors, it's snowing inside of buildings too! And a crew of rouge 
snowboarders are taking the opportunity to shred whenever and wherever. The spies 
realize that this is the work of Stony Falcon, aka Snowy Falcon, who has traded his 
skateboard for a snowboard that has a ice manufacturing device connected. The same 
device that is missing from Siber Smoothies! In the end the spies put the freeze on 
Snowy’s plan and. In a b-story, Lee gets a job at Siber Smoothies. 

 
7.00  Voltron Force (Ep 26 / Last Episode / Schoolkids) 

It’s the final battle for the Voltron Force as Castle Doom is transformed into the largest 
Robeast ever, attempting to destroy the Galaxy Alliance and cause galactic chaos!   

 
7.30  Ben 10: Ultimate Alien (Ep 22 / Schoolkids) 

Ship's former owner, Baz-L, has been captured and Ben, Julie, and co set out to save him. 
 
8.00  Good Luck Charlie (Yr 1 / Ep 1 / Debut / Schoolkids)  

The family sitcom "Good Luck Charlie" follows the comedic quandary of teenagers 
Teddy and PJ Duncan and their 10-year-old brother Gabe when they're 
unexpectedly designated babysitters for the new baby in the house as their mom 
Amy returns to work as a late shift nurse and dad Bob carries on with his pest-
control business. Now, the whole family is involved in raising the baby and it's up to 
the older kids to come home after school and take charge of young Charlotte (AKA 
Charlie) all while navigating typical teenage life. 

 

8.30 oktOriginal: Groom My Room (Sr 8 / Ep 1 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目)  

Welcome to Groom My Room - the show where kids take charge and make their dream 
bedrooms a reality!  Each week, one lucky kid gets to transform their room from bland to 
wham! But it won’t be easy - kids will have just have 3 days to come up with their room 
designs, shop, decorate and lead their room groomers to finish the makeover on time and 
on budget!  In the series, kids have the fun way of learning a variety of practical skills - 
from conceptualizing the room they want and coming up with a makeover strategy; going 
shopping for furniture and other materials; learning how o spend within their allocated 
budget, to finally carrying out the actual physical labour! 
 

 

 
okto THURSDAY  5  APRIL  2012 



 

9.00PM           DOCUMENTARY: Worst Case Scenario (Eps 3 - 4 / Info-ed) (益智节目) 

Bear Grylls shows how to escape from a building ravaged by an earthquake.  He deals 
with a rattlesnake and a snakebite victim, and shows how to escape from a sinking car. 

  
10.00 a-ok: Tribal Wives: Thailand (Sr 2 / Ep 5 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

British woman Jackie Davis spends some time with the Karen, Thailand’s largest hill tribe. 
Jackie is divorced, with two young children, and grappling with life as a single parent. She 
knows that things need to change but can’t figure out how. As she settles into life in an all-
female household with four generations of Karen women, she learns some simple but 
powerful lessons. 
  

11.00  a-ok: Classical Destinations: Aled Jones (Sr 1 / Ep 1 / Debut / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Singer Aled Jones journeys to classical music’s most important destinations. He 
visits many of the places that inspired the great classical music we know and enjoy 
today. Along the way he explores the fascinating stores behind great composers, 
such as Mozart, Beethoven and Liszt whose music was profoundly influenced by 
their surroundings. 
 

12.00MN         Close  
 
 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
Daily Programme Listing 
 

okto  FRIDAY  6  APRIL  2012 
 
9.00AM           Sesam e St reet  (Season 40 / Ep 5 / Preschoo l) (幼儿乐园) 

 

10.00   oktOriginal: WITZ! (Ep 5 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园).  

 

10.30  Wonder Pets (Sr 2 / Ep 20 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.00  Wow ! Wow ! Wubbzy (Sr  2 / Ep  5 / Preschoo l) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.30  Mickey Mouse Clubhouse (Yr 3 / Ep 33 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 
 

12.00NN   The Cat In The Hat Knows A Lot About That! (Ep 23 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
 

12.30PM          Hi-5 (Sr 13 / Ep 25 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.00  oktOriginal: WITZ! (Ep 5 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.30  Angelina Ballerina (Sr 3 / Eps 1 - 2 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.00  Wow! Wow! Wubbzy (Sr 2 / Ep 5 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.30  Wonder Pets (Sr 2 / Ep 20 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: High On A Hill (Ep 3 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 



 

3.30  oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 1 / Ep 3 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 
4.00 oktOriginal: Robbie And The Book Of Tales (Sr 2 / Ep 13 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R)  

(电视剧)   

 

4.30  oktOriginal: Expedition (Ep 9 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

5.00  Martha Speaks (Ep 1 / Debut / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

The Martha Speaks animated TV series follows the adventures of Martha, a loveable 
dog whose appetite for alphabet soup gives her the gift of human speech.  Using 
her speaking abilities, Martha gets jobs, wears disguises, catches bad guys, wins 
contest, runs for office and orders lots of pizza!  A dog's breakfast of messes and 
hilarious entanglements ensue of Martha, her family and the unsuspecting people of 
her town who make up the comic heart of the series. 

 
5.30  Pirates, Adventures In Art (Ep 4 / Schoolkids) 
 

6.00  Bakugan Battle Brawlers (Sr 2 / Ep 47 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 
 
 

okto  FRIDAY  6  APRIL  2012 
 
6.30PM okto @ The Movies: Scooby-Doo! And The Goblin King (Movie)  

To face a Goblin King, courage is crucial. So for Scooby-Doo and Shaggy, the odds 
are against them!  What a predicament! The Amazing Krudsky, a failed carnival 
magician, steals the light magic from Princess Fairy Willow, and Scooby-Doo and 
Shaggy must stop him or everyone will be turned into horrible Halloween monsters! 
Our heroes board the Grim Reaper Railroad into the fantastic world of Halloween 
Land to retrieve the powerful Goblin Scepter from the Goblin King before midnight. 
Along the way, they encounter the infamous Headless Horseman, the helpful Jack 
O'Lantern and a frisky broomstick that takes them on the ride of their afterlives. 
Besides Mystery, Inc. regulars, the Guest Vocal Cast is a Halloween Hoot, including 
Lauren Bacall, Tim Curry and "Heroes"' Hayden Panattiere. Your house will shake 
with enchanted creatures and weird worlds in this merry animated adventure! 

 
8.30  Backyard Science (Sr 2 / Ep 1 / Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目) 

Blast a Stuntman across your backyard, turn flour into sugar with a wave of your wand, 
poke a flimsy straw into a tough old potato, make some snowshoes out of Dad’s new 
tennis racquets, and turn your friends into a slithering snake, How to make a bubble in a 
bubble, create a revolting-looking fake wound, whip up a whirlpool in a bottle, whip off a 
tablecloth without breaking a dish, and meet the fastest ice cube melter in the West. 

 
 

okto  FRIDAY  6  APRIL  2012 
 
9.00PM          ANIMAL NIGHT: Nordic Wild: Reborn (Ep 1 / Debut / Info-ed)  

(With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目) 

Winter has held Scandinavia prisoner for many months, locked in ice and silenced 
by bitter winds. Finally it begins to loosen its grip as warm weather transforms the 



land and uncovers a whole new world. But the gentler seasons will not last long. 
The young animals there - the bear and fox cubs, barnacle goose chicks and young 
owls - must grow up fast in order to endure the long and brutal winter. 

 

10.00 PRINT TO SCREEN: Cranford (Sr 1 / Ep 5 / Drama) (电视剧)  
The ladies of Cranford learn about Miss Matty's financial distress and secretly contribute to 
her welfare.   Mr. Carter discovers that Lady Ludlow mortgaged the Hanbury estate to 
meet her son's financial demands, even though she may not have the resources to keep 
up the repayments.  Mary Smith helps sort out the misunderstandings between the Dr 
Harrison and the Huttons. The young doctor and Sophy are reconciled when he saves her 
from a potentially fatal attack of typhoid.  

 
11.00 PRINT TO SCREEN: The Casebook Of Sherlock Holmes (Ep 1 / Debut / Drama)  

(电视剧)  
Sherlock Holmes (Jeremy Brett) is asked by an American senator to clear the name 
of a governess in his employ, the lady having been accused of murdering the 
senator’s wife on his estate and leaving her body on a bridge. 
 

12.00MN         Close 
 
 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
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okto   SATURDAY 7  APRIL  2012 
 

7.00AM           In  The Night  Garden (Set 4 / Ep 11 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

7.30  In The Night Garden (Set 5 / Ep 11 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

8.00           The Advent ures Of  Hello Kit t y & Fr iends (Eps 21 - 24 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

9.00  Dragon Snooker (Ep 9 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)  

Junhui meets Sen in the final four, Dong wants Junhui to use his grandfather’s belief to 
beat Sen, let Sen understand that the he should not use robot to hurt anyone.  Sen cheats 
in the match again and makes “Fire Lion” unable to show its full power, Junhui loses his 
confidence. When the match is about to end, Dong wants to combine the power of “Fire 
Lion” and “Sword Tiger” to beat “Jungle Griffin”. However, Du feels sorry and decides to 
stop helping Sen. Eventually, Junhui beats Dong and get into final. 

 

9.30  Scan 2 Go (Ep 46 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

  

10.00  Pokemon: Black & White (Season 14 / Ep 21 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

The last leg of Ash and the gang’s journey to Castelia City means crossing the massive 
Skyarrow Bridge. As our heroes attempt to cross it, they are stopped by an angry 
Gothitelle who uses its psychic power to send them back to the past, when the bridge was 
still under construction!  A little girl named Sally offers them a ride to the city on the Water 
Taxi, and when our heroes board, they discover the same Gothitelle working on the boat 
with Sally. The two make a great team, helping the customers and handing out snacks, 



and Gothitelle seems very happy. Something terrible must have happened to make it so 
angry in the present!   
 

10.30  Bakugan Battle Brawlers (Sr 3 / Ep 28 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

 

11.00  Metal Fight Beyblade (Sr 2 / Ep 11 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

The third and deciding battle of the first round of the Beyblade World Championships 
features Dashan against Gingka. Both competitors put up a fierce fight with their 
respective beys, Rock Zurafa and Galaxy Pegasus, but in the end Ginka emerges the 
victor and his team advances to the next round. 
 

11.30  LEGO Ninjago (Sr 2 / Ep 3 / Schoolkids) (卡通片) 

Lloyd, having been kicked out of the Hynobrai snake tribe unlocks a second tribe – The 
Fangpyres – to help him regain control.  The Ninja are busy setting up their new HQ that 
Zane discovered, but are called to duty when the Fangpyres attack the village where Jay’s 
family lives. 
 

12.00NN Artzooka (Ep 23 / Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目) 

Jeremie shows us how to make enchanting underground caves in a glass jar, how to 
create a tiny airplane for a panda out of styrofoam, and how to make running shoe art with 
an old sneaker and some paint. 

 
 

okto   SATURDAY 7  APRIL  2012 
 

12.30PM       oktOriginal: Groom My Room (Sr 8 / Ep 1 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 
Welcome to Groom My Room - the show where kids take charge and make their dream bedrooms 
a reality!  Each week, one lucky kid gets to transform their room from bland to wham! But it won’t be 
easy - kids will have just have 3 days to come up with their room designs, shop, decorate and lead 
their room groomers to finish the makeover on time and on budget!  In the series, kids have the fun 
way of learning a variety of practical skills - from conceptualizing the room they want and coming up 
with a makeover strategy; going shopping for furniture and other materials; learning how o spend 
within their allocated budget, to finally carrying out the actual physical labour! 

 

1.00  Bakugan Battle Brawlers (Eps 45 - 46 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

  

2.00  The Jungle Book (Eps 21 – 24 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)   

 

3.00 oktOriginal: Trick N Treats! (Eps 13 & 1 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 
4.00 Masked Rider Den-O (Eps 3 - 4 / Schoolkids / R) 
 

5.00 oktOriginal: The Seekers (Eps 9 – 10 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

 
6.00  Wild Kratts (Ep 7 / Schoolkids / R)  

 

6.30 The Mysteries Of Alfred Hedgehog (Eps 3 - 4 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

  
7.00       Pokemon: DP Sinnoh League Victors (Season 13 / Ep 11 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R)  

(卡通片) 
Lake Valor is the site of the Grand Festival, and the next stop for Ash and the gang. But on the way, 
they meet a Pokémon Ranger named Ben, who’s trying his hardest to capture a rare Heatran. The 
members of Team Rocket want in on the action, too, and vow to catch Heatran for themselves. 



Shortly after all the commotion, Ben is found. He has crashed into a river, only to be rescued by a 
Feraligatr. Ben asks our heroes for help in capturing Heatran. They agree, and they all set off in 
anxious search of the special Pokémon. But soon after they discover Heatran in a lava-filled cave, 
the cave begins to crumble, compelling Ben, Ash, and the gang to jump into action! When the Team 
Rocket baddies realize they are in over their heads, they hightail it out of the cave. After moves 
from Piplup, Buneary, and Buizel cool down the lava, a final Ice Beam from Feraligatr chills the lava 
enough for Ben to rescue Heatran and begin transporting it to the National Park. Thanking our 
heroes for their assistance, Ben and Heatran board a helicopter for their destination, and once 
again the journey toward Lake Valor and the Grand Festival continues! 
 

7.30 Dinosaur King D-Kids Adventures (Ep 48 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 
Dr. Z and his remaining minions face off against Seth’s Saurophaganax.  Joining all their dinosaurs 
in one Fusion Attack, they narrowly emerge victorious.  Undaunted, Seth unleashes the pinnacle of 
his artificial evolution, the Black T-Rex.  When the creature begins wreaking havoc on the D-Team’s 
hometown, they have no choice but to join forces with their archenemy, Dr. Z, and face off against 
Seth.  It seems it will take more than strength in numbers, however, to defeat Seth’s prize 
dinosaur.  The Black T-Rex quickly corners the D-Team and all of their dinosaurs. 
 

8.00  The Avengers: Earth's Mightiest Heroes (Yr 1 / Ep 2 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 

8.30  oktOriginal: Before I Was Awesome (Ep 8 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

Kevin meets gina, and decides to impress her with magic. But he needs to learn it from his 
mean siblings. 
 

 

 

okto   SATURDAY  7  APRIL  2012 
 

9.00PM The First Life: Attenborough’s Journey (Ep 1 / Debut / Info-ed) (益智节目) 

David Attenborough makes an extraordinary journey around the world to film his 
new series, First Life, in which he explores the origins of life. His journey provides a 
unique insight into the mind and character of one of the world's most iconic 
broadcasters as he shares his passions for the natural world.   

  
10.00 CENTRESTAGE: Jurowski Conducts Beethoven (Culture)  

Conducted by Vladimir Jurowski, the Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment plays 
Beethoven’s Coriolan Overture, Symphony No.4 Opus 60 and Symphony No.7 Opus 92. 

 
12.00MN         Close  
 
 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
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okto SUNDAY  8  APRIL  2012 
 

7.00AM           In  The Night  Garden (Set 4 / Ep 12 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

7.30  In The Night Garden (Set 5 / Ep 12 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

8.00           The Adventures Of Hello Kitty & Friends (Eps 25 - 28 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 



9.00  The Green Squad (Eps 21 - 22 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 

9.31 Flash & Dash (Sr 2 / Ep 39 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

Only Karl，Frank，Josh and the three heavenly kings enter the final. Dream Team who have been 

defeated by the three heavenly kings provide Karl，Frank，Josh some new moves and hope they 

will win. Finally, they win. They are too tired to tell Luke that they have won the competition, though 
they really want to tell him. At same time, Jim, Damian and Walden come. The operation of Luke is 

successful and he is recovered. Luke says to Karl，Frank，Josh: “ Show me you power”.  And then 

the three compete again. 
 

10.00  The Mysteries Of Alfred Hedgehog (Eps 45 - 46 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)  
Mr. Rusard is upset because someone has sabotaged the flutes for the upcoming school concert.  
Something has chewed holes in the flutes!  Investigating with Camille and Milo, Alfred discovers 
that a porcupine ate the flutes which were carved out of deer antlers.  Porcupines like the calcium in 
the antlers.  Luckily, Winston is shedding his antlers so Helmut can make some more flutes in time 
for the concert.  Cynthia is terribly upset and outraged when her sculpture of sparkling objects has 
been stolen. All that’s left is a bare tree. Alfred and his team investigate, ruling out the local raccoon 
who likes shiny objects and discover that baby magpie took the objects.  They were being taught by 
the mother magpie on how to find and hide food.   

 
10.30  Cardfight Vanguard (Ep 13 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

It's a revenge match as Aichi faces Kamui once again. The difference in strength was 
rather obvious during theprevious encounter. However, Aichi is determined to face off 
against Kai again. Kamui recognizes that Aichi hasindeed improve and is going all out 
against him. As the tension builds up in the room, Kamui makes his move!! 

 

11.00  Hannah Montana (Yr 3 / Ep 1 / Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 
Although she's hoping to be the first in her class to drive, Miley fails her driver's license test.  She 
then successfully schemes for a pass by returning to the exam office as Hannah Montana, wowing 
the star-struck clerk.  But when Miley accidentally drives for miles with her turn signal on, she's 
pulled over by a police officer, shows Hannah Montana's license and is taken into custody until she 
convince the police officer and his daughter, Kelsey, that she's really Hannah Montana.  
Meanwhile, it's every man for himself with Rico as a house guest at the Stewarts.  

  
11.30  Aaron Stone (Yr 1 / Ep 1 / Schoolkids / R)  

Charlie Landers is the reigning world champion of the popular online game 'Hero Rising,' 
as his unstoppable crime-fighting avatar, Aaron Stone. When a billionaire recluse, T. 
Abner Hall, reveals to Charlie that 'Hero Rising' is actually a test game for real secret 
agents, Charlie is recruited and his life is changed forever.  Armed with high tech gadgets 
and an android named S.T.A.N., Charlie is now the real life Aaron Stone and must balance 
fighting super-villains with everyday life including school, sports and family.     

 
 
 
 
 

okto SUNDAY  8  APRIL  2012 
 

12.00NN Geronimo Stilton (Ep 2 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) 
Time and time again Geronimo is scooped by The Daily Rat, a rival news organization.  Despite his 
best efforts, any secrets Geronimo has seem to get leaked.  When Geronimo is given the task of 
keeping New Mouse City's super-secret celebrity a secret for the city's 100 year celebration, 
Geronimo finds it a tough mission to keep.  It turns out that Geronimo is being careless with his 
notes and tossing everything into the trash without shredding them first...Sally, owner of The Daily 
Rat, is getting her info out of Geronimo's trash. 



 

12.30PM Time Warp Trio (Ep 7 / Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

1.00  Sangokuden Brave Battle Warriors (Eps 15 - 16 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)   

 
2.00  Pearlie (Eps 12 - 13 / Schoolkids / R) 
 

3.00 Zheng He's Voyages To The West Seas (Eps 1 - 2 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)   

 
4.00 Masked Rider Den-O (Eps 5 - 6 / Schoolkids / R)  
 

5.00 oktOriginal: Moon Face (Eps 1 – 2 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

 
6.00  Wild Kratts (Ep 8 / Schoolkids / R)  
 

6.30  The Mysteries Of Alfred Hedgehog (Eps 5 - 6 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 
7.00         Pokemon: DP Sinnoh League Victors (Season 13 / Ep 12 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R)  

(卡通片) 
While doing some training in the forest, our heroes come across a mysterious girl sleeping in a 
boat...that's about to go over a waterfall! Fortunately, Brock acts quickly and dives in to save her. 
Once safe, she asks Brock to take her over the mountain, where she needs to find a "secret 
garden."  Although the girl, named Marley, is secretive at first, she opens up enough to explain that 
she is caring for a sick Shaymin. It turns out that Shaymin has ingested some poison from a 
Seviper attack, but not just any Seviper Team Rocket's Seviper! They had been trying to steal 
Shaymin from Marley since the previous evening, and have shown up today to try again. Team 
Rocket makes a third attempt to steal Shaymin, but our heroes and Marley finally send them 
blasting off in their usual style. 

 

7.30 Dinosaur King D-Kids Adventures (Ep 49 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 
Determined to stop Seth from creating a world ruled by mutant dinosaurs, the D-Team races to stop 
the time machine at the heart of Alpha’s secret island.  Max and Chomp close in on the time 
machine even as it begins to operate, blurring the boundaries of space and time and releasing 
dinosaurs into the present.  Meanwhile the rest of the D-Team join forces against Seth’s Black T-
Rex, but even as they land one Fusion Attack after another, the dinosaur is barely phased. 

 

8.00  The Avengers: Earth's Mightiest Heroes (Yr 1 / Ep 3 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 

8.30  oktOriginal: Before I Was Awesome (Ep 9 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 
Gina asks Kevin to join her cook-off team. Kevin, being totally enamored of Gina, tells Chris and 
Zaki that they weren't good cooks anyway and he will join Gina's team. Chris and Zaki are upset but 
at this time, they think it's for Kevin's good anyway. At the end of this act, Kevin gets hit with a ball 
and goes blind. 
 

 
 

okto SUNDAY 8 APRIL  2012 
 

9.00PM           DOCUMENTARY: Make Do And Mend (Sr 1 / Eps 11 - 12 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Lucia installs curtains for the Suli Samba Band, while Simon teaches one of the members 
to give up pills and eat more vegetables. Simon makes cheap chocolate milk and prepares 
a barbecue for the Suli Samba Band, Jo helps renovate a dining room for three band 



members, and Lucia transforms old and cheap photo frames into picture-perfect frames for 
a photographer’s works to adorn the wall of the new dining room. 

 

10.00  FILMART: Invisible Children (Mandarin Movie With English Subtitles) (艺 术 影 院)   

A brash, irreverent and poetically playful collage of stories about people in Singapore who 
run away and disappear forever. Two children run away from home and discover an 
ancient underground network of monsoon drains, tunnels and caves. An army officer 
obsessed with order and discipline realises that life isn’t so black and white. A painfully shy 
man reluctantly saves his neighbour and experiences a spiritual awakening.  Concocted 
from a heady mix of realism and poetic fantasy, Invisible Children is sometimes funny, 
sometimes poignant, but always thought-provoking.  Starring Kimberly Chia, Kyle Chan, 
Chee Chuan Yang, Cindy Teo, Isabella Chiam and Lim Poh Huat. 

 
12.00MN        Close 

 
 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
Daily Programme Listing 
 

okto MONDAY  9  APRIL  2012 
 

9.00AM           Sesame Street (Season 40 / Ep 6 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)   

 

10.00               oktOriginal: WITZ! (Ep 6 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 
 

10.30  Rob The Robot (Eps 1 - 2 / Debut / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Join Rob, the galaxy’s most curious and adventurous robot as he explores 
wondrous planets with his friends Ema, the alien linguist, TK the walking toolkit, 
and Orbit the quirky artist, in this 3D animated preschool series. 
 

11.00               Wow! Wow! Wubbzy (Sr 2 / Ep 6 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.30  Mickey Mouse Clubhouse (Yr 3 / Ep 34 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 
 

12.00NN   The Cat In The Hat Knows A Lot About That! (Ep 24 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 
12.30PM         Hi-5 (Sr 13 / Ep 1 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

   

1.00  oktOriginal: WITZ! (Ep 6 / Local Preschoo l / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.30  Rob The Robot (Eps 1 - 2 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.00  Wow! Wow! Wubbzy (Sr 2 / Ep 6 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.30  Wonder Pets (Sr 2 / Ep 1 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: High On A Hill (Ep 4 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 1 / Ep 4 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 



4.00 oktOriginal: Cows & Crayons (Sr 1 / Ep 1 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 
 

4.30  oktOriginal: Expedition (Ep 10 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

5.00  Martha Speaks (Ep 2 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

 
5.30  Pirates, Adventures In Art (Ep 5 / Schoolkids) 
 

6.00  Bakugan Battle Brawlers (Sr 2 / Ep 48 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 
 

okto MONDAY  9  APRIL  2012 
  

6.30PM The Amazing Spiez (Sr 2 / Ep 5 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

When a cool new condo pops up on the market, Karen and Cal inform the kids they’re 
selling their house and moving! Though Marc is thrilled, Megan, Lee and Tony are 
bummed. Meanwhile, Jerry WOOHPs the spies and informs them of various people 
reported missing around the city. When the kids go to the latest victim’s residence to 
investigate, what they discover is though there’s no sign of a break-in, there is a sign of a 
struggle. What they eventually uncover is that Sharky Houseman, a local realtor, is to 
blame. Jealous of his competitors’ success, he sold them all condos that are rigged to 
attack so he could abduct and eliminate them! Can the spies stop him before it’s too late? 
In a b-story, Marc moves into the treehouse to practice having his own room and realizes 
that he misses sharing a room with Tony. 

 
7.00  Phineas & Ferb (Yr 2 / Ep 1 / Schoolkids) 

John Larroquette guest stars as head of the Lake Nose water resort where the Flynn-
Fletcher family is camping. Candace is thrilled when she earns a spot on the lifeguard 
squad with Jeremy, until she repeatedly spots a creature lurking in the lake. Perry 
discovers Dr. Doofenshmirtz at the bottom of the lake removing all the zinc in the water in 
order to be the only one in the world with a lot of zinc. Meanwhile, Phineas and Ferb set 
out to rescue the mysterious Lake Nose monster from the effects of living in a zinc-less 
lake. 

 
7.30  Pair Of Kings (Yr 1 / Ep 13 / Schoolkids) 

Brady and Boomer start having recurring nightmares indicating that the sacred bat 
medallion they lost is in the wrong hands.  With the island in great danger, the kings head 
to the jungle to retrieve it.  After bumping into Mikalya, who is also searching for the relic, 
Mikayla and Brady are kidnapped by the Tarantula people. Meanwhile, with Mason taking 
the blame for the medallion's disappearance, Lanny continues to publicly embarrass him 
by screening an old and mortifying workout video called "Mason Makoola's Jungle Gym 
Workout" for the entire island. 

 
8.00  Kids Detective (Sr 1 / Ep 5 / Schoolkids / R) 

Catching a bike thief by taking a close-up look at algae AND discovering that not all glitter 
is the same to catch a ballerina-burglar AND dusting for fingerprints to catch a canteen 
intruder AND analysing tyre tracks to catch a dahlia-destroyer. 

 

8.30  oktOriginal: KNOCKOUT: ALL STARS (Ep 2 / Local Info-ed) (益智节目)  

This week, the teams show off their pipes as they tackle Classical Opera. Ooboo and 
Booboo share the fun facts of this dramatically powerful art form and the teams channel 
Pavarotti as they perform an original song in their best operatic voice. Plus, the teams try 



to outdo each other in the opera-slam Mystery Challenge. It's not over till the fat lady 
sings. Only on KNOCKOUT ALL STARS!  
 
 

okto MONDAY  9  APRIL  2012 
 

9.00PM           ANIMAL NIGHT: Nordic Wild: Furious Life (Ep 2 / Info-ed) (With Chinese Subtitles)  

(益智节目)  

In ice-scarred Scandinavi, animals do battle in a landscape of deadly extremes. A wolf 
pack clashes with brown bears over a kill, Musk Oxens’ head-banging jousts echo across 
the tundra, and elks, deers and capercaillies also fight for opportunities to breed.  The 
bitter cold means resources are at a premium, and creatures must never let their guard 
down in the endless struggle for survival. 
 

10.00  a-ok: Popstar To Operastar (Sr 2 / Ep 3 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

The six remaining contestants are Joe McElderry, Cheryl Baker, Claire Richards, Joseph 
Washbourn, Andy Bell and Melody Thornton. The two singers with the lowest number of 
public votes perform again in a bid to win over the four judges. 

 
11.30   a-ok: Euromaxx (Ep 38 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

 
12.00AM         Close 
 



MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
Daily Programme Listing 
 

okto TUESDAY  10  APRIL  2012 
 

9.00AM           Sesam e St reet  (Season 40 / Ep 7 / Preschoo l) (幼儿乐园) 
 

10.00   oktOriginal: WITZ! (Ep 7 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

10.30  Rob The Robot (Eps 3 - 4 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

It’s been raining in space for days and the crew is feeling down in the dumps. They decide 
a change of scenery is needed, and set off to the Weather Planet where they hope to find 
just the right climate. The crew find a treasure map in outer space, and decide to travel to 
Buccaneer Planet in search of pirate treasure! They soon discover however, they’re not 
the only ones on the planet in search of pirate gold! 

 

11.00  Wow ! Wow ! Wubbzy (Sr  2 / Ep  7 / Preschoo l) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.30  Mickey Mouse Clubhouse (Yr 3 / Ep 35 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 
 

12.00NN   The Cat In The Hat Knows A Lot About That! (Ep 25 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

12.30PM         Hi-5 (Sr 13 / Ep 2 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.00  oktOriginal: WITZ! (Ep 7 / Local Preschoo l / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.30  Rob The Robot (Eps 3 - 4 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.00  Wow! Wow! Wubbzy (Sr 2 / Ep 7 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.30  Wonder Pets (Sr 2 / Ep 2 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: High On A Hill (Ep 5 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 1 / Ep 5 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

4.00 oktOriginal: Cows & Crayons (Sr 1 / Ep 2 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

4.30  oktOriginal: Expedition! Thailand (Ep 1 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 
 

5.00  Martha Speaks (Ep 3 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

 
5.30  Pirates, Adventures In Art (Ep 6 / Schoolkids) 

 

6.00  Bakugan Battle Brawlers (Sr 2 / Ep 49 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 
 



 
 
 

okto TUESDAY  10  APRIL  2012 
 

6.30PM The Amazing Spiez (Sr 2 / Ep 6 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 
When WOOHP gets reports of strange attacks at a posh ski resort, Jerry sends the spies to check it 
out. When they arrive at the crime scene, clues indicate that a Yeti-like creature is responsible. 
Jerry then alerts the spies that he just received a missing persons report that Kat seems to have 
disappeared. Megan and Lee are sent to check it out. Meanwhile, there’s another attack at the 
resort and this time the spies get a look at the villain, and it looks like a hairy humanoid creature! 
What the spies discover is that the Yeti is actually the missing girl, Kat. Apparently she paid a 
renowned hairstylist to give her the “coolest hair treatment ever” with disastrous results. Hair grew 
all over her entire body! Now Kat has stalked the vacationing stylist to the resort to get revenge. 
The spies ultimately put the kibosh on Kat’s plan. In a b-story, Lee gets jealous when a girl starts 
breaking his sports records! 

 
7.00  Phineas & Ferb (Yr 2 / Ep 2 / Schoolkids)  

Phineas and Ferb wonder what Perry's really trying to say, so they invent an animal translator. 
Soon, every animal in the neighborhood shows up with a list of complaints and troubles. 
Meanwhile, Candace is dealing with her own animal problems with Little Suzy's evil poodle, and 
Doofenshmirtz is trying to harness a Buoyancy Operated Aquatic Transport (aka, BOAT).  
Phineas and Ferb produce a huge concert event, Aglet Aid, to raise awareness for the "aglet", (the 
plastic doohickey at the end of shoe laces). Meanwhile, Doofenshmirtz's humiliating performance 
on a morning talk show leads him to create a memory eraser and Candace finally makes her mom 
realize that Phineas and Ferb are out of control with their projects until her memory, and everyone 
else's, is accidentally wiped clean by Doofenshmirtz's machine. 

 
7.30  Pair Of Kings (Yr 1 / Ep 15 / Schoolkids) 

When the kings learn they are ineligible to join an exclusive prank-pulling club called The 
Riptides, Boomer and Brady go incognito to join the club.  As part of initiation, they must 
sneak into Yamakoshi's 100th birthday party and steal Lanny's beloved best friend. With 
the intention of returning his pet fish, the kings carry out the plan but are caught in a trap 
when they discover the Riptides devious plan. 

 
8.00  Gastronuts: What Would Happen If We Didn't Fart? (Schoolkids / R)  

It’s an essential part of human digestion but farting always provokes embarrassment or 
laughter. So what would happen if we were to try and stop ourselves from parping? The 
Gastronuts put theory into practice by cooking up the world’s fartiest foods, catch their 
trumps in a swimming pool and see what a whole week’s worth of stored up wind would do 
to the human body. 
 

8.30  Lab Rats Challenge (Ep 1 / Schoolkids / R) 

When you combine blown up balloons and skewers, there is sure to be lots of BANGS and 
POPS! Watch as the two teams battle it out to pierce as many balloons as they possibly 
can without popping them, in 2 minutes. The team with the most pierced balloons will 
claim the first 10 points and “burst” into the lead.  

 

 
 
 
 



 
okto TUESDAY 10  APRIL  2012 
 
9.00PM          DOCUMENTARY: Stan Lee's Superhumans (Sr 1 / Ep 6 / Info-ed) (PG) (益智节目) 

Daniel meets Isao Machii of Los Angeles, a modern-day samurai with such precise sword 
skills that he can cut a speeding bullet in half; Dr. Norman Gary of California, who can 
summon and control swarms of bees; Steve Santini of Ontario, Canada,  a fearless 
escape artist who shows ultimate body control when facing extreme danger; and Rusty 
Haight of Las Vegas, a daredevil "human crash test dummy" who subjects himself to 
potentially fatal car crashes. 

  
10.00 a-ok:  My First Film (Ep 9 / Local Drama / 2nd Telecast) (电视剧) 

This episode will bring clips of student works from Republic Polytechnic: Lotus, Facebook 
Obsessions, Bridging The Gap, The Book and My Little Dream.  

 

10.30 oktOriginal: KNOCKOUT: ALL STARS (Ep 2 / Local Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目)  

This week, the teams show off their pipes as they tackle Classical Opera. Ooboo and 
Booboo share the fun facts of this dramatically powerful art form and the teams channel 
Pavarotti as they perform an original song in their best operatic voice. Plus, the teams try 
to outdo each other in the opera-slam Mystery Challenge. It's not over till the fat lady 
sings. Only on KNOCKOUT ALL STARS!  

 

11.00  a-ok: Celebrating Youth (Ep 1 / Local Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目) 

 
11.30  a-ok: A Bloodline To The Arts (Ep 4 / Local Culture / 2nd Telecast)  

 
12.00MN         Close 
 
 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
Daily Programme Listing 
 

okto  WEDNESDAY 11  APRIL  2012 
 

9.00AM           Sesam e St reet  (Season 40 / Ep 8 / Preschoo l) (幼儿乐园) 
 

10.00   oktOriginal: WITZ! (Ep 8 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

  

10.30  Rob The Robot (Eps 5 - 6 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
The friends receive an invite for an upcoming race but aren’t in agreement on who should enter.  
They decide the best way to settle things, is to have a friendly competition between themselves on 
The Race Planet!  When the flower Orbit is painting starts to wilt, Rob and crew head to the Garden 
Planet to search for a replacement.   

 

11.00  Wow ! Wow ! Wubbzy (Sr  2 / Ep  8 / Preschoo l) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.30  Guess How Much I Love You (Eps 1 - 2 / Debut / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
‘Guess How Much I Love You™’ animated series is set in a timeless watercolour landscape 
of grassy fields, mossy forests, lazy rivers and sunny green valleys. It’s an innocent, 
picture-book world of butterflies, flowers, whimsy and wonder.  This is the idyllic home of 



Little Nutbrown Hare and his father, Big Nutbrown Hare. The series follows their adventures 
as they explore their beautiful surrounds, play with their friends and delight in the love 
between them. Episodes will capture children’s real life experiences whilst enabling them to 
form a closer relationship with the amazing world they live in. 

 

12.00NN   The Cat In The Hat Knows A Lot About That! (Ep 26 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

12.30PM         Hi-5 (Sr 13 / Ep 3 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.00  oktOriginal: WITZ! (Ep 8 / Local Preschoo l / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.30  Rob The Robot (Eps 5 - 6 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园))  

 

2.00  Wow! Wow! Wubbzy (Sr 2 / Ep 8 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.30  Guess How Much I Love You (Eps 1 -2 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: High On A Hill (Ep 6 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 1 / Ep 6 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

4.00 oktOriginal: Cows & Crayons (Sr 1 / Ep 3 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

4.30  oktOriginal: Expedition! Thailand (Ep 2 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

5.00  Martha Speaks (Ep 4 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

 
5.30  Pirates, Adventures In Art (Ep 7 / Schoolkids) 
 

6.00  Bakugan Battle Brawlers (Sr 2 / Ep 50 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)  

 
 
 

okto  WEDNESDAY 11  APRIL  2012 
 

6.30PM The Amazing Spiez (Sr 2 / Ep 7 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

To raise money for uniforms, Lee’s new b’ball coach, Mr. Fauch, gives his team a drink 
called Jolty Juice to sell to all the adults they know. Next, Jerry sends the spies to check 
out a WOOHP mini-bus that was taken over by a prisoner it was transporting and on board 
they discover a clue: a fake hand! Soon after, Jer informs the kids of attacks around the 
city. When they investigate, they discover that Mr. Pipette and Principal Shields are not 
only involved, but acting very childish. Then they discover that Jerry and Cal are also 
acting kid-like. Deducing that Jolty Juice is to blame, they confront Mr. Fauch and realize 
he’s really Mel, their former evil babysitter! Having escaped the mini-bus, he’s hatched a 
new plot: to use his evil juice to make himself the only adult on Earth so he can rule it. In a 
b-story, Jerry gives Megan a new experimental spy suit. 

 
7.00  Phineas & Ferb (Yr 2 / Ep 3 / Schoolkids)  

When Baljeet enters a vegetable growing contest at the local fair, Phineas and Ferb create 
the PhineasandFerbalizer to speed up the growing process. Meanwhile, Candace is 
attempting to make her way in the modeling business, but is told she's too short. Phineas 



and Ferb use their newest invention to help her grow, but she doesn't stop growing.  
Phineas and Ferb build an aquarium in their backyard, and while Candace eagerly awaits 
a phone call from Jeremy, she is swept into the dolphin show. Meanwhile, Dr. 
Doofenshmirtz is getting rid of all the beach balls in the tri-state area as they are a 
constant reminder of a tragic beach ball incident from college. 

 
7.30  Ben 10: Ultimate Alien (Ep 23 / Schoolkids) 

Ben 10 super-fan, Jimmy, saves our heroes from an evil alien plant species. 
 

8.00  Ooglies (Ep 21 / Schoolkids) 
 

8.30  Dick 'n' Dom Go Wild! (Sr 1 / Ep 2 / Schoolkids)   

On today’s show, Nawal and Anne get down to business at a marine sanctuary.  Will they 
be able to help an orphaned seal pup return home to the open sea? Sam and Grace muck 
in and manage a right old mess at the dog rescue centre. And Dick feels his way around a 
tricky animal assignment but will he get to the bottom of Simba the snake’s sniffly health 
problems? 
 

 
 

okto WEDNESDAY  11  APRIL  2012 
 
9.00PM          ANIMAL NIGHT: Nordic Wild: At The Edge (Ep 3 / Info-ed) (With Chinese Subtitles)  

(益智节目)  

For some of Scandinavia's wildlife species, such as Sweden's sea eagles and Greenland’s 
little Auks, the frozen seas of winter make hunting hard. But for others, like the majestic 
polar bears, summer and the melting ice make for hard and hungry times. 

 
10.00   a-ok: Watch This Space (Sr 2 / Ep 2 / Local Info-ed) (益智节目)  

One is a familiar name in the arts, rigid in his ways and known for his meticulous and 
laborious work. The other is an emerging performance artist who prefers a more organic 
style of working. Michael Lee and Marla Bendini could not be more different in sensibilities. 
But with the 14-day deadline breathing down their neck, they are forced to make things 
work. The brand new timbre deck bridge Sentosa Boardwalk boasts a gorgeous waterfront 
view and the artists are inspired to produce “Dream Dimensions”, a larger-than-life 
representation of cruise ship plan drawings made out of white duct tape. With this concept, 
the artists hope to explore the  social dimensions of fantasy in the context of urbanization, 
and encourages passersby to partake in make-believe as different people on a cruise.  

 
10.30  a-ok: The Travelling Palette (Sr 2 / Ep 2 / Local Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目) 

 
11.00  a-ok: The Mud (Info-ed) (益智节目) 

This documentary looks at the environmental problems caused by the mud flow in 
Sidoarjo, Indonesia, as well as the efforts that have been made to contain it. 

  
12.00MN     Close 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
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okto  THURSDAY  12  APRIL  2012 
 

9.00AM           Sesam e St reet  (Season 40 / Ep 9 / Preschoo l) (幼儿乐园) 
 

10.00   oktOriginal: WITZ! (Ep 9 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 
 

10.30  Rob The Robot (Eps 7 - 8 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
The gang receive an invite to Intergalactic Space Dance Competition.  They rocket to the Dance 
Planet where they have fun discovering new types of music - all except TK who finally admits she 
doesn’t know how to dance.  When Ema suddenly realizes she’s very different from her robot pals, 
she gets down in the dumps. Rob decides to take everyone to the Spare Parts Planet to help Ema 
become more like them...or so she thinks! 

 

11.00  Wow ! Wow ! Wubbzy (Sr  2 / Ep  9 / Preschoo l) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.30  Guess How Much I Love You (Eps 3 - 4 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
It’s Spring blossom season and the pretty pink blossoms that come floating down the stream 
remind Big Nutbrown Hare of a magnificent cherry tree from his youth. He sets off cross- country to 
find it, with Little Nutbrown Hare and Little Field Mouse, but the journey is longer and harder than 
he remembered. Will the blossoms floating downstream give them a clue as to a shorter way 
home?  Little Nutbrown Hare and his friends go on a hunt for treasure in the meadow and collect all 
kinds of unique gems like flowers, feathers, apples and egg-shells. But there’s a hole in Little 
Nutbrown Hare’s leaf-bag and he loses the precious collection along the way. Luckily, Big Nutbrown 
Hare is not far behind to collect the lost treasure as well as follow its trail to find his son. 
 

12.00NN   The Cat In The Hat Knows A Lot About That! (Ep 27 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
 

12.30PM         Hi-5 (Sr 13 / Ep 4 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

  

1.00  oktOriginal: WITZ! (Ep 9 / Local Preschoo l / R) (幼儿乐园) 
 

1.30  Rob The Robot (Eps 7 - 8 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.00  Wow! Wow! Wubbzy (Sr 2 / Ep 9 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.30  Guess How Much I Love You (Eps 3 - 4 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: High On A Hill (Ep 7 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 



3.30  oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 1 / Ep 7 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

4.00 oktOriginal: Cows & Crayons (Sr 1 / Ep 4 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)   

 

4.30  oktOriginal: Expedition! Thailand (Ep 3 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

5.00  Martha Speaks (Ep 5 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

 
5.30  Pirates, Adventures In Art (Ep 8 / Schoolkids) 
 

okto  THURSDAY  12  APRIL  2012 
 

6.00PM LEGO Ninjago (Sr 2 / Ep 3 / Schoolkids / R) (卡通片) 

Lloyd, having been kicked out of the Hynobrai snake tribe unlocks a second tribe – The 
Fangpyres – to help him regain control.  The Ninja are busy setting up their new HQ that 
Zane discovered, but are called to duty when the Fangpyres attack the village where Jay’s 
family lives. 
 

6.30  The Amazing Spiez (Sr 2 / Ep 8 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

When several priceless artifacts go missing, the spies investigate. What the spies 
ultimately discover is that Gus Jr is back! And this time he’s a black ninja who is trying to 
increase his powers through the use of the artifacts he’s stealing. In order to try and take 
him down, Jerry puts the spies through a highly-secretive WOOHP ninja training course 
before sending them off to fight the baddie. In the end, the spies use their new skills to 
take Gus Jr and his minions down before they take out the spies! In a b-story, a new 
computer at school threatens Marc’s standing as Southdale’s resident braniac. In the end 
though, Marc is able to outsmart the know-it-all piece of machinery. 

 
7.00  Phineas & Ferb (Yr 2 / Ep 4 / Schoolkids)   

Phineas and Ferb fill Isabella's swimming pool with bouncy gelatin, and it comes to life 
when Dr. Doofenshmirtz's "Evil-inator" machine is accidentally unleashed. While the kids 
have a blast battling the gelatin, Candace is stuck floating in it after the creature swallows 
her whole. The family takes another trip to England to visit the grandparents and bring 
Candace's friend, Stacy.  When Phineas and Ferb get caught up in something mysterious, 
Candace and Stacy use their newfound sleuthing skills to figure out what they are up to. 
Meanwhile, Perry is teamed with his British counterpart, Agent Double O-O to stop Dr. 
Doofenshmirtz from stealing Big Ben. 

 
7.30  Ben 10: Ultimate Alien (Ep 24 / Schoolkids) 

The return of the evil Dr. Viktor! 
 
8.00  Good Luck Charlie (Yr 1 / Ep 2 / Schoolkids)  

It's been a while since Amy and Bob have been on a date, so Teddy encourages them to 
go to dinner while the kids babysit Charlie. When PJ takes Charlie to the park, he 
accidentally swaps strollers and babies with a cute girl. 

 

8.30 oktOriginal: Groom My Room (Sr 8 / Ep 2 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目)  

Rock the airwaves with Qayyum as he transforms his room into the radio station of his 
dreams! 

 

okto THURSDAY  12  APRIL  2012 



 

9.00PM           DOCUMENTARY: Worst Case Scenario (Eps 5 - 6 / Info-ed) (益智节目) 

Bear Grylls shows how to deal with brake failure when driving on a narrow and steep 
mountain road. He also demonstrates self-defence techniques against physical attack.  
Bear Grylls shows to how to survive in extreme cold. 

  
10.00 a-ok: Tribal Wives: Ethiopia (Sr 2 / Ep 6 / Info-ed) (益智节目) (PG) 

Anna De Vere from London travels to southern Ethiopia to stay with the Hamar tribe. Anna 
has a comfortable life in London, running her own business. But deep down she has a 
feeling that something is lacking. As she immerses herself into life with the tribe, she is 
confronted with the harsh reality of the plains, where it hasn’t rained for months, and 
where young Hamar women are ritually whipped in a celebrated tradition. 
  

11.00  a-ok: Classical Destinations: Aled Jones (Sr 1 / Ep 2 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Singer Aled Jones journeys to Salzburg, the birthplace of Mozart, where the popular 1965 
musical “The Sound of Music” was filmed. He also visits three medieval German towns, 
Bamberg, Rothenburg and Nuremberg. 
 

12.30AM         Close  

 
 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
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okto  FRIDAY  13  APRIL  2012 
 
9.00AM           Sesam e St reet  (Season 40 / Ep 10 / Preschoo l) (幼儿乐园) 

 

10.00   oktOriginal: WITZ! (Ep 10 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园).  

 

10.30  Rob The Robot (Eps 9 - 10 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
When Orbit accidentally paints himself pink, the four friends travel to the Paint Planet to find a way 
to put him back to normal.  The crew is getting ready to train for the Intergalactic Space-A-Lympics.  
Orbit however isn’t so excited; he’s terrible at sports! 

 

11.00  Wow ! Wow ! Wubbzy (Sr  2 / Ep  10 / Preschoo l) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.30  Guess How Much I Love You (Eps 5 - 6 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
Little Nutbrown Hare and Little Field Mouse innocently pick lots of Spring flowers from a field and 
deliver bunches to their friends. When they realise that they are being followed everywhere by a 
cloud of yellow butterflies, they realise that the butterflies need the flowers, to feed from their 
nectar. How will they lead the little butterflies to more flowers and sweet nectar?  One clear Spring 
night, Little Nutbrown Hare and Little Field Mouse settle in to enjoy Little White Owl’s story of 
adventure and treasures. Inspired by her tale, the two set out to try and touch the most special 
treasure of all – a shiny star. They climb higher and higher but the beautiful stars seem just out of 
reach. Will they find a way to get their wish? 

 

12.00NN   The Cat In The Hat Knows A Lot About That! (Ep 28 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
 

12.30PM          Hi-5 (Sr 13 / Ep 5 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 



1.00  oktOriginal: WITZ! (Ep 10 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.30  Rob The Robot (Eps 9 - 10 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.00  Wow! Wow! Wubbzy (Sr 2 / Ep 10 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.30  Guess How Much I Love You (Eps 5 - 6 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: High On A Hill (Ep 8 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 1 / Ep 8 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

4.00 oktOriginal: Cows & Crayons (Sr 1 / Ep 5 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)   

 

4.30  oktOriginal: Expedition! Thailand (Ep 4 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

5.00  Martha Speaks (Ep 6 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

 
5.30  Pirates, Adventures In Art (Ep 9 / Schoolkids) 
 

6.00  Bakugan Battle Brawlers (Sr 2 / Ep 51 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 
 
 

okto  FRIDAY  13  APRIL  2012 
 
6.30PM okto @ The Movies: Charlotte's Web II: Wilbur's Great Adventure (Movie)  

This sequel to the timeless children's classic "Charlotte's Web," catches up with the 
story the following spring after Charlotte has saved Wilbur's life with her remarkable 
webs. This time, Wilbur and Charlotte's three daughters befriend a lamb named 
Cardigan. When he is sold to a neighboring farm, timid Wilbur gathers up his 
courage to travel across the countryside to make sure the lamb is safe. 

 

8.30  Backyard Science (Sr 2 / Ep 2 / Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目) 

Concoct your own ice cream in a plastic bag, make a paperclip look like it’s floating in mid 
air, teach your brain to perform amazing new tricks, find out why bubbles always form 
spheres, and make a megaphone that’ll have your friends jumping to your every 
command, build a super two-level camping shelter, concoct a face full of pus-filled boils, 
make your morning breakfast cereal jump up and dance, put together a plastic 
replacement lung, and make a silver spoon stick on your nose. 
 

 
 

okto  FRIDAY  13  APRIL  2012 
 
9.00PM          ANIMAL NIGHT: Nordic Wild: Ultimate Survivors (Ep 4 / Info-ed) (With Chinese Subtitles) 

(益智节目) 

Life in Scandinavia isn’t easy, but its animals have strategies for survival. The Arctic fox 
conserves heat brilliantly, and is furry down to the soles of its feet. Meanwhile, the 



Eurasian lynx in Finland and a tough breed of horse in Iceland have evolved to thrive in 
some of the harshest conditions on earth. 

 

10.00 PRINT TO SCREEN: Return To Cranford (Ep 1 / Drama) (电视剧)  
A year has passed after the final events in the previous series. Wealthy salt baron Mr 
Buxton returns to town with his son William and niece Erminia. Miss Matty creates 
opportunities for Peggy Bell, a girl who lives in isolation with her mother and brother 
Edward, to socialize with people her own age. During several meetings, William and 
Peggy begin to have feelings for each other. Tragedy strikes Cranford with the death of 
Lady Ludlow. In the Jenkyns’ house, the maid Martha too dies in childbirth. 

 
11.00 PRINT TO SCREEN: The Casebook Of Sherlock Holmes (Ep 2 / Drama) (电视剧)  

Holmes and Watson investigate, when an enigmatic aristocratic young woman goes 
missing while on holiday in the Lake District. 
 

12.00MN         Close 
 
 
 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
Daily Programme Listing 
 
okto   SATURDAY 14  APRIL  2012 
 

7.00AM           In  The Night  Garden (Set 4 / Ep 13 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

7.30  In The Night Garden (Set 5 / Ep 13 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

8.00           The Advent ures Of  Hello Kit t y & Fr iends (Eps 29 - 32 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

9.00  Dragon Snooker (Ep 10 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)  
The national champion match attracts a lot of audiences from national wide, everyone is guessing 
whether Fan with bottomless strength, or Junhui who improve a lot in short period, will become the 
champion. In the final match, the organizer sets some tricky puzzles for the players. Dong tells 
Junhui steps to miss the puzzles, but Dong wants to challenge with them in order to win the 
competition sonorously. Finally, Junhui becomes the national champion and all the audiences cheer 
for him. However, Junhui knows that he only wins Fan on the stage of life, but not the snooker  
competition. 

 

9.30  Scan 2 Go (Ep 47 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

  

10.00  Pokemon: Black & White (Season 14 / Ep 22 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  
On their way to the Castelia City Gym for Ash’s next Gym Battle, our heroes encounter Gym Leader 
Burgh, who says he can’t answer Ash’s challenge until he figures out what’s been bothering his 
Bug-type Pokémon. Ash and friends pitch in to help him investigate. Together, they discover a 
Venipede in distress, and of course Ash wants to help it!  Upon further investigation, the gang 
learns that the whole city is being overrun by a gigantic colony of angry Venipede! The townspeople 
are in a panic, and the mayor of Castelia City declares that something must be done at once. Ash’s 
rival Trip is also in town, and he suggests that battling the raging Venipede is the only way to stop 
them. Burgh counters with a plan to round them up and herd them into the city’s Central Plaza until 
Professor Juniper can figure out what’s going on. 



 

10.30  Bakugan Battle Brawlers (Sr 3 / Ep 29 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

 

11.00  Metal Fight Beyblade (Sr 2 / Ep 12 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Gingka and the team travel abroad where they watch Team Desert Blaze do battle with 
Team Excalibur from the EU. To everyone’s surprise Team Excalibur consists of only one 
member, a blader named Julian Konzern, who battles the three members of Team Desert 
Blaze by himself and wins! 
 

11.30  LEGO Ninjago (Sr 2 / Ep 4 / Schoolkids) (卡通片) 

After the Fangpyres join forces with the Hypnobrai, Lloyd awakens Pythor – the last 
remaining snake of the Anacondrai tribe.  Pythor lures Lloyd under his spell and steals a 
map from him that will show him where the remaining two snakes tribes dwell and Uncle 
Sensei saves Lloyd from doom. 
 

12.00NN Artzooka (Ep 24 / Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目) 

Jeremie makes some small people with wobbly heads, creates wrapping paper with 
balloons and a scanner, and explores a drawing exercise that captures body expressions.  

 
 

okto   SATURDAY 14  APRIL  2012 
 

12.30PM       oktOriginal: Groom My Room (Sr 8 / Ep 2 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

Rock the airwaves with Qayyum as he transforms his room into the radio station of his 
dreams!  

 

1.00  Bakugan Battle Brawlers (Eps 47 - 48 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

  

2.00  The Jungle Book (Eps 25 – 28 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)   

 

3.00 Zheng He's Voyages To The West Seas (Eps 3 - 4 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)   

 
4.00 Masked Rider Den-O (Eps 7 - 8 / Schoolkids / R) 
 

5.00 oktOriginal: Moon Face (Eps 3 – 4 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

 
6.00  Wild Kratts (Ep 9 / Schoolkids / R)  

 

6.30 The Mysteries Of Alfred Hedgehog (Eps 7 - 8 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

  
7.00       Pokemon: DP Sinnoh League Victors (Season 13 / Ep 13 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R)  

(卡通片) 

We come across a disguised Team Rocket, pretending to run a Pokémon Day Care and 
promising they can evolve anyone's Pokémon in two hours! A young boy named Ian 
agrees to let them do just that. He leaves his Magby with them. Later, when Ian runs into 
our heroes and tells them what he's done, they become suspicious of such a claim. But 
when they all go back to the Day Care, it's gone!  Ian immediately decides to tell his 
mentor, Bertha, about it. Brock is shocked to recognize Bertha as a member of the Elite 
Four, but Bertha asks Brock not to tell anyone. Bertha begins to guide Ian and our heroes 
in paying close attention to the details of the situation, and they soon come across the 
disguised Team Rocket in yet another location, trying to steal more Pokémon. 
 



7.30 Dinosaur King D-Kids Adventures (Ep 50 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

Max’s house vanishes with everyone’s parents inside.  The D-team and the Alpha Gang 
unite and travel through time to try to rescue them! 
 

8.00  The Avengers: Earth's Mightiest Heroes (Yr 1 / Ep 4 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 

8.30  oktOriginal: Before I Was Awesome (Ep 10 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

The school is abuzz as it's the ANNUAL Cook-off competition.  Judges invited this year 
include CELEBRITIES and FAMOUS COOKS.  The winner gets a chance to intern at the 
prestigious Souz De Chef International School for 6 months – an invaluable experience for 
anyone wanting to be a chef.  Kevin finds out that Gina is in an opposing team and he 
loses confidence.  Gina is a way better cook than Kevin. 
 

 

 

okto   SATURDAY  14  APRIL  2012 
 

9.00PM The First Life: Arrival (Ep 2 / Info-ed) (益智节目) 

David Attenborough is on an amazing journey back in time and across the globe to find the 
origin of life on Earth. His journey begins in a forest near his childhood home in Leicester, 
where a fossil discovery transformed our understanding of the evolution of complex life. 
Travelling to the fog-bound coastline of Newfoundland and the Australian outback, 
Attenborough unearths the earliest forms of animal life to exist on our planet.  These 
bizarre primitive creatures are brought to life with the help of cutting-edge scientific 
technology and photo-realistic visual effects.  

  
10.00 CENTRESTAGE: Beethoven 9: Symphony No.9 (Culture)  

Conducted by Christian Thielemann, the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra plays 
Beethoven’s Symphony No.9 in D minor, Op.125. 

 
12.00MN         Close  
 
 
 
 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 

Daily Programme Listing 
 

okto SUNDAY  15  APRIL  2012 
 

7.00AM           In  The Night  Garden (Set 4 / Ep 14 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

7.30  In The Night Garden (Set 5 / Ep 14 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

8.00           The Adventures Of Hello Kitty & Friends (Eps 33 - 36 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

9.00  The Green Squad (Eps 23 - 24 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 

9.30 Flash & Dash (Sr 2 / Ep 40 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  



Jim、Damian, Walden hope to establish a united world cup team of remote-controlled cars and 

nominate Luke as the first principal. The children appoint that if Frank win, Luke should stay in the 
town. And they let Frank compete with Luke. Frank almost wants to let Luke win but Luke 
reprimands him and says: “It’s not a good deed for me”. Then they launch an emulation drive. All 
the people gathering together at the Orient Car Racing Arena and admire the match.  In order to 
promote F1 remote-controlled cars, Luke are ready to set off. At the airport, he sees news of the 
competition of F1 remote-controlled cars when he raises his head and watches TV screen. Today is 
the first day of world cup championship and the competition is alive on TV. 
 

10.00  The Mysteries Of Alfred Hedgehog (Eps 47 - 48 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)  
Lili is really upset when the painting she did for the art fair vanishes. Someone stole the painting 
and replaced hers with a blank sheet of paper.  Alfred is on the case and discovers the paint she 
used was the wrong sort. It was honey-based and the image simply faded like invisible ink.  
Applying heat to the white sheet brings the painting back.   Alfred, Lili, Milo and Camille find an old 
trunk in the attic.  Lili finds some pears inside and wants to make a necklace for her mother. But the 
next day, the pearls are missing. Did someone break into Alfred’s room and steal them?   Alfred 
investigates and they discover that the pearls were actually Gecko eggs.  Lizards. There’s no theft! 
 

10.30  Cardfight Vanguard (Ep 1 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 
The main character, Aichi Sendou, is a rather shy junior high school student. Due to this nature, he 
hardly has anyfriends. However, there is something which has supported him all this time. A card, 
"Blaster Blade", something hegot as a kid. That is a rare card from the card game, "Vanguard", 
which has taken his world by storm. One day, aclass bully named Morikawa decides to take 
"Blaster Blade" away from Aichi. 
 

11.00  Hannah Montana (Yr 3 / Ep 2 / Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 
Miley is horrified when she finds out that Lilly has a secret crush on Jackson, and is shocked to find 
out that Jackson has a crush on Lilly.  To keep them apart, she tells them both that the other isn't 
interested, but her conscience catches up with her.   

  
11.30  Aaron Stone (Yr 1 / Ep 2 / Schoolkids / R)  

Charlie Landers is the reigning world champion of the popular online game 'Hero Rising,' 
as his unstoppable crime-fighting avatar, Aaron Stone. When a billionaire recluse, T. 
Abner Hall, reveals to Charlie that 'Hero Rising' is actually a test game for real secret 
agents, Charlie is recruited and his life is changed forever.  Armed with high tech gadgets 
and an android named S.T.A.N., Charlie is now the real life Aaron Stone and must balance 
fighting super-villains with everyday life including school, sports and family.     

 
 
okto SUNDAY  15  APRIL  2012 
 

12.00NN Geronimo Stilton (Ep 3 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) 
Geronimo gets invited to visit the set of an action movie by his long-time director friend.  Thinking 
that this will make a great story, Geronimo and company go to the shoot.  But then a mysterious 
string of bad luck keeps befalling the movie shoot.   Turns out that the film's star has discovered 
gold in the mine that they're shooting in, and wants to keep everyone away and the gold for himself. 

 

12.30PM Time Warp Trio (Ep 8 / Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

1.00  Sangokuden Brave Battle Warriors (Eps 17 - 18 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)   

 
2.00  Pearlie (Eps 14 - 15 / Schoolkids / R) 
 

3.00 Zheng He's Voyages To The West Seas (Eps 5 - 6 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)   



 
4.00 Masked Rider Den-O (Eps 9 - 10 / Schoolkids / R)  
 

5.00 oktOriginal: Moon Face (Eps 5 – 6 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

 
6.00  Wild Kratts (Ep 10 / Schoolkids / R)  
 

6.30  The Mysteries Of Alfred Hedgehog (Eps 9 - 10 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 
7.00         Pokemon: DP Sinnoh League Victors (Season 13 / Ep 14 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R)  

(卡通片) 
Continuing toward the Lakeside Resort and the Grand Festival, our heroes arrive in Arrowroot 
Town, where a Pokémon Contest is to take place that day. Dawn decides not to participate 
because she already has the five Ribbons needed to enter the Grand Festival. Suddenly, Dawn is 
approached by a princess named Salvia, who is a big fan of Dawn's. The two look so much alike 
that Salvia could pass for Dawn's twin! Princess Salvia has always greatly desired to participate in 
a Pokémon Contest, so she asks Dawn if they can secretly switch places for the day. That way, 
Salvia can compete in the Contest while Dawn assumes the duties of the princess.  As Salvia 
nervously anticipates the Contest, Dawn learns how exhausting it can be to cope with all the 
obligations of a princess! It turns out that their new roles are much harder than they expected. 
Meanwhile, Jessie (disguised as Jessilina) is outraged after seeing "Dawn" enter to compete in the 
Contest when she doesn't need the Ribbon, and vows to beat her handily. 

 

7.30 Dinosaur King D-Kids Adventures (Ep 51 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

The D Team’s time machine lands in Ancient Rome where they battle a space pirate who 
has his own Dinosaurs and Dinosaur cards. 
 

8.00  The Avengers: Earth's Mightiest Heroes (Yr 1 / Ep 5 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 

8.30  oktOriginal: 100 Wishes (Sr 2 / Ep 1 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

Our trio meets Ah Chok, a karang guni man whose dream is to walk on the moon. Little did 
Mel, Gene and Jaba know that this rag-and-bone man who created a rocketship from junk 
and spare parts was actually a rocket scientist who quit his job to turn his attention to 
getting into space as a way to honour his late brother. Will his dream catapult into 
success? 

 

okto SUNDAY 15 APRIL  2012 
 

9.00PM           DOCUMENTARY: Make Do And Mend (Sr 1 / Eps 13 - 14 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Simon gets into a bit of a jam with a Pastor, and DIY Jo puts the fun back into an old 
bookcase.  Simon sees if two can dine for less than a tenner a time, and can Lucia stitch 

up a maternity wear make-over? 
 

10.00  FILMART: A Month Of Hungry Ghosts (Movie) (PG - Supernatural) (艺 术 影 院) 

Every year in parts of Asia during the seventh lunar month it is believed that the gates of 
Hell are opened and all the souls are set free to wander the earth.  At this time many 
spirits roam around trying to fulfill their past needs, wants and desires.  These are the 
"hungry ghosts." 

 
12.00MN        Close 
 

 



MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
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okto MONDAY  16  APRIL  2012 
 

9.00AM           Sesame Street (Season 40 / Ep 11 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)   

 

10.00               oktOriginal: WITZ! (Ep 11 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 
 

10.30  Rob The Robot (Eps 11 - 12 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Rob and the gang set off for the Music Planet to prepare for the Intergalactic Music Talent 
Show.  Only problem is that the contest is only one day away, and Ema doesn’t know how 
to play ANY instruments! When the friends discover a giant bone floating in outer space, 
they decide to travel to the Museum Planet to discover where it came from.  

 

11.00               Wow! Wow! Wubbzy (Sr 2 / Ep 11 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.30  Guess How Much I Love You (Eps 7 - 8 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
Little Nutbrown Hare befriends a little yellow fluffy creature by the river, and it follows him 
everywhere, quacking and copying his every move. It’s too little to speak and doesn’t look like any 
creature Little Nutbrown Hare or his friends have seen before. How will he return it to its parents if 
he doesn’t know what kind of creature it is?  When Little Nutbrown Hare sees Blue Bird building a 
nest, he thinks it looks like fun, so he and Little Field Mouse build one themselves. But it's a bit too 
scratchy and tickly for them to get comfortable in. They give it to their friends to try out, but they 
also find it not quite right. Will anybody find their nest cozy and useful? 
 

12.00NN   The Cat In The Hat Knows A Lot About That! (Ep 29 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 
12.30PM         Hi-5 (Sr 13 / Ep 6 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

   

1.00  oktOriginal: WITZ! (Ep 11 / Local Preschoo l / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.30  Rob The Robot (Eps 11 - 12 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.00  Wow! Wow! Wubbzy (Sr 2 / Ep 11 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.30  Guess How Much I Love You (Eps 7 - 8 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: High On A Hill (Ep 9 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 1 / Ep 9 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

4.00 oktOriginal: Cows & Crayons (Sr 1 / Ep 6 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 
 

4.30  oktOriginal: Expedition! Thailand (Ep 5 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

5.00  Martha Speaks (Ep 7 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

 
5.30  Pirates, Adventures In Art (Ep 10 / Schoolkids) 
 
 



okto MONDAY  16  APRIL  2012 
 

6.00PM Bakugan Battle Brawlers (Sr 2 / Ep 52 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 

6.30  The Amazing Spiez (Sr 2 / Ep 9 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

While flying home from a mission, the spies experience mechanical problems and make 
an emergency landing on a remote island. Though they aren’t harmed, their jet is and 
when they try to contact Jerry, they can’t because their MPCOMs aren’t working. Realizing 
they’ve got to find another way off the island, the spies set out to investigate. And when 
they’re captured by an unseen entity and brought to an underground bunker, the team 
ultimately realizes that the island is home to an old WOOHP lab and has been taken over 
by an old WOOHP computer named WOOHP123. Angry for being forgotten, WOOHP123 
is determined to hold the spies captive in hopes of luring Jerry to them which she 
ultimately does. Her plan? To eliminate her former boss and get her revenge! 

 
7.00  Phineas & Ferb (Yr 2 / Ep 5 / Schoolkids) 

Candace is more determined than ever to expose her brothers’ antics, so she decides to 
find out where their wild creations disappear to. Even Phineas and Ferb are curious, so 
with the assistance of their neighborhood friends, they try to help Candace solve the 
mystery. However, Dr. Doofenshmirtz's invisibility ray machine puts a kink in Candace's 
quest to bust her brothers.  Phineas and Ferb open Chez Platypus, a chic Platypus-
themed restaurant that becomes the trendiest restaurant in town. Jeremy finally asks 
Candace on a dinner date to Chez Platypus, and despite the fact that the restaurant is in 
her own front yard, Candace can't get past the doorman, Buford. Meanwhile, Dr. 
Doofenshmirtz goes on another blind date, but this time he is prepared to unleash his "de-
love-inator" at the slightest hint that his date is going south. The episode features the song 
"Evil Love", performed by Sheena Easton. 

 
7.30  Pair Of Kings (Yr 1 / Ep 16 / Schoolkids) 

After learning their father was the best warrior in island history, Boomer and Brady enroll in 
Kinkow Fight School.  When Mason gives the kings special treatment, jealousy overcomes 
Mikayla. Taking Lanny's advice, she decides to test the kings' newfound confidence and 
skills by pitting them against Atog the Giant.  But when Mason finds out, Mikayla tries get 
the kings to back down, but it's too late, the kings are eager to prove their inner warrior. 

 
8.00  Kids Detective (Sr 1 / Ep 6 / Schoolkids / R) 

Using a trail of hair and a suspect’s “modus operandi” to solve a mystery AND making a 
real lie detector AND uncovering the telltale signs of art forgery AND solving a crime with 
simple chemistry. 

 

8.30  oktOriginal: KNOCKOUT: ALL STARS (Ep 3 / Local Info-ed) (益智节目)  

This week, we look at the funny side of art! Ooboo and Booboo explain the crazy 
components of Caricatures and things heat up as both teams engage in a quick draw to 
sketch the quirky faces of the opposing team leader's faces. And the Mystery Challenge 
brings in surprise guests who will make or break one team. Will they win, lose or draw? 
Find out, only on KNOCKOUT ALL STARS!  
 
 
 

 
 

 
 



 

okto MONDAY  16  APRIL  2012 
 

9.00PM           ANIMAL NIGHT: Bite Me With Dr Mike Leahy: India (Ep 3 / Info-ed)  

(With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目)  

Virologist Mike Leahy travels to India. From intestinal hitch hikers to a beetle with a 
specially developed arsenal of chemical weaponry, Mike sees and experiences more than 
he plans to in one of the world’s largest and most diverse countries. 

 

10.00  a-ok: Popstar To Operastar (Sr 2 / Ep 4 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

The five remaining contestants (Joe McElderry, Claire Richards, Joseph Washbourn, Andy 
Bell and Cheryl Baker) fight for a place in the semi-final. 

 
11.30   a-ok: Euromaxx (Ep 39 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

 
12.00AM         Close 



MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
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okto TUESDAY  17  APRIL  2012 
 

9.00AM           Sesam e St reet  (Season 40 / Ep 12 / Preschoo l) (幼儿乐园) 
 

10.00   oktOriginal: WITZ! (Ep 12 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

10.30  Rob The Robot (Eps 13 - 14 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Ema’s cousin Mea has left her pet cat Violet for the friends to take care of while she’s 
away. However when Violet continues to fidget, they realize she wants something but 
have no idea what that might be. Ema wants to learn how to make a paper airplane - the 
Origami Planet seems like the perfect place to go.  

 

11.00  Wow ! Wow ! Wubbzy (Sr  2 / Ep  12 / Preschoo l) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.30  Guess How Much I Love You (Eps 9 - 10 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
Big Nutbrown Hare teaches Little Nutbrown Hare and his friends to play hide-and-seek, but the 
boisterous little hare finds it hard to stay still and quiet, especially when the Spring meadow is full of 
birds, butterflies and lizards to chase. When he does manage to stay still and quiet he finds the 
creatures of the meadow come to him even very shy ones.  Little Nutbrown Hare finds a very 
special feather with bright colours, spots and soft tickly bits. Just as he shows off to his friends how 
it can fly and float, a cheeky bird flies away with it. Little Grey Squirrel climbs her tree and discovers 
the bird using it to feather her nest. Will Little Nutbrown Hare find a way to get his feather back, or 
will he decide that the bird needs it more than he does? 

 

12.00NN   The Cat In The Hat Knows A Lot About That! (Ep 30 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

12.30PM         Hi-5 (Sr 13 / Ep 7 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.00  oktOriginal: WITZ! (Ep 12 / Local Preschoo l / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.30  Rob The Robot (Eps 13 - 14 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.00  Wow! Wow! Wubbzy (Sr 2 / Ep 12 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.30  Guess How Much I Love You (Eps 9 - 10 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: High On A Hill (Ep 10 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 1 / Ep 10 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

4.00 oktOriginal: Cows & Crayons (Sr 1 / Ep 7 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

4.30  oktOriginal: Expedition! Thailand (Ep 6 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 
 

5.00  Martha Speaks (Ep 8 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

 
5.30  Pirates, Adventures In Art (Ep 11 / Schoolkids) 



 
 
 
 
 

okto TUESDAY  17  APRIL  2012 
 

6.00PM Sherlock Yack (Eps 1 - 2 / Debut / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Meet Sherlock Yack. The World's First and only Zoo Detective!  A police intrigue 
animated comedy series for children aged 6 - 10.  Who broke the Kangaroo's hand?  
Who knotted up the Octopus?  Who glued up the Orangutan?  Who tied a knot in 
the tiger's tail?  So many potential perpetrators!  It's time to round up the zoosual 
suspects and call upon the services of Sherlock Yack!  He's hunting for the bad 
guys of every size, shape, fur or feather.  Sherlock Yack is the zoo's manager as 
well as its detective.  As soon as a crime is committed, he investigates with his 
young assistant, Hermione.  With her help, he finds suspects, clues and proofs 
while inviting the young viewer to lead the investigation and find the culprit at the 
same time.  

 

6.30  The Amazing Spiez (Sr 2 / Ep 10 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 
When Tami takes an impressive stone from a space rock exhibit at the museum, she doesn’t think 
anyone will miss it. Meanwhile, Jerry summons the spies to check out a break-in a top-secret 
military facility. When the spies investigate, they discover that the stolen technology was related to 
mind control. And, what’s more, they find their first clue a rare guitar pick. What the spies eventually 
uncover is that Sebastian is back and is using Tami to do his evil bidding which just so happens to 
be taking out the spies! And with her new, single-minded anti-spy obsession, it should be no 
problem. In a b-story, Tony gets bad grades and is grounded, making spying all the more difficult. 

 
7.00  Phineas & Ferb (Yr 2 / Ep 6 / Schoolkids)  

When Phineas and Ferb find an egg, they believe it belongs to Perry, so they build a mechanical 
contraption to care for it. When Candace sees what her brothers are doing, her maternal instincts 
emerge. Meanwhile, Dr. Doofenshmirtz's plan to insult whales isn't worth Perry's time and energy.  
Phineas and Ferb create their own video game and program themselves into it. When Candace is 
accidentally zapped into the game, Phineas and Ferb have to bring her back in time for her cotillion. 
Meanwhile, Dr. Doofenshmirtz creates a machine that puts all men in the Tri-State area in ball 
gowns so that he looks masculine by comparison. 

 
7.30  Pair Of Kings (Yr 1 / Ep 17 / Schoolkids) 

Kinkow has been at odds with the neighboring island of Cornea and the only way to improve 
relations is a royal courtship. If Boomer or Brady agrees to make Princess Iris of Cornea his 
girlfriend for a year, the two countries will become allies once again. Initially the kings are ecstatic 
about their potential royal girlfriend and agree to battle in a "Third Wheel Duel" competition, but 
everything changes when she removes her tribal headdress and reveals her third eye. 

 
8.00  Gastronuts: Can We Eat The Same Food As Animals? (Schoolkids / R)  

Stefan and the Gastronuts find out what animals from dogs to lions, and penguins eat in 
their diet. They try their hands at eating the same things, sampling dog food, raw fish and 
even zebra.  
 

8.30  Lab Rats Challenge (Ep 2 / Schoolkids / R) 

Does balancing an egg on a sprinkle of salt on a thin wooden beam sound impossible? 
The teams focus all their attention as they attempt to master the “balancing eggs” 
technique and stabilise the most eggs on their end of the beam. A time limit only adds to 



the mess. The tiniest disturbance can knock them all over, so watch as eggs smash 
everywhere! 

 
 
okto TUESDAY 17  APRIL  2012 
 
9.00PM          DOCUMENTARY: Stan Lee's Superhumans (Sr 1 / Ep 7 / Info-ed) (PG) (益智节目) 

Daniel meets martial artist Tom Cameron of Chicago, who can deliver knockdown blows to 
opponents without even touching them; Salim Haini of Morocco, who claims he can eat 
anything; Ron White of Texas whose super mental focus allows him to memorize and 
recall complex information quickly, even while distracted; and Greg Poe, a test pilot from 
Florida, who can withstand high g-forces.  

  
10.00 a-ok:  My First Film (Ep 10 / Local Drama / 2nd Telecast) (电视剧) 

This week we are featuring these clips from Republic Polytechnic: “Three Wishes”, My 
Sweetest Goodbye” and “ Autumn”. 

 

10.30 oktOriginal: KNOCKOUT: ALL STARS (Ep 3 / Local Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目)  

This week, we look at the funny side of art! Ooboo and Booboo explain the crazy 
components of Caricatures and things heat up as both teams engage in a quick draw to 
sketch the quirky faces of the opposing team leader's faces. And the Mystery Challenge 
brings in surprise guests who will make or break one team. Will they win, lose or draw? 
Find out, only on KNOCKOUT ALL STARS!  

 

11.00  a-ok: Celebrating Youth (Ep 2 / Local Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目) 

 
11.30  a-ok: A Bloodline To The Arts (Ep 5 / Local Culture / 2nd Telecast)  

 
12.00MN         Close 
 
  

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
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okto  WEDNESDAY 18  APRIL  2012 
 

9.00AM           Sesam e St reet  (Season 40 / Ep 13 / Preschoo l) (幼儿乐园) 
 

10.00   oktOriginal: WITZ! (Ep 13 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

  

10.30  Rob The Robot (Eps 15 - 16 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
TK receives a friendly message from her cousin, Rika, over the ship’s transmitter – only she can’t 
understand it!  They Travel to the Language Planet, only to discover that the robot in charge isn’t 
able to speak or hear!  Squeak is in need of a snack so the crew travel to the Cheese Planet to find 
him the best snack ever!  

 

11.00  Wow ! Wow ! Wubbzy (Sr  2 / Ep  13 / Preschoo l) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.30  Guess How Much I Love You (Eps 11 - 12 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 



One Spring morning a cute spotty ladybird lands on Little Nutbrown Hare and seems to want to stay 
with him. All his friends admire the interesting little creature and he feels very special indeed. When 
she eventually flies away Little Nutbrown Hare follows her, wanting her back. But he understands 
why she left when he discovers she has lots of tiny spotty babies.  It is a sunny Spring day in the 
meadow and Little Nutbrown Hare is enjoying all it has to offer. As the day wears on a heavy grey 
cloud forces Little Nutbrown Hare and Little Field Mouse to seek shelter from the rain. Will the 
friends let a little water ruin their fun or will they discover that rainy days can be just as exciting. 

 

12.00NN   The Cat In The Hat Knows A Lot About That! (Ep 31 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

12.30PM         Hi-5 (Sr 13 / Ep 8 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.00  oktOriginal: WITZ! (Ep 13 / Local Preschoo l / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.30  Rob The Robot (Eps 15 - 16 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园))  

 

2.00  Wow! Wow! Wubbzy (Sr 2 / Ep 13 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.30  Guess How Much I Love You (Eps 11 - 12 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: Count TV (Ep 1 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 1 / Ep 11 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

4.00 oktOriginal: Cows & Crayons (Sr 1 / Ep 8 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

4.30  oktOriginal: Expedition! Thailand (Ep 7 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

5.00  Martha Speaks (Ep 9 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

 
5.30  Pirates, Adventures In Art (Ep 12 / Schoolkids) 
 

6.00  Sherlock Yack (Eps 3 - 4 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

 
 
 

okto  WEDNESDAY 18  APRIL  2012 
 

6.30PM The Amazing Spiez (Sr 2 / Ep 11 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

When Jerry introduces the kids to the agency’s newest spy, The Granny, they’re shocked! 
But Jer assures them she’s been rehabilitated, and sends them all on a mission to check 
on Dr. Victoria Brathwaite, who’s been paroled. When the gang arrives at Dr. B’s new lab, 
they see that she’s up to her usual odd research: trying to fuse her genes with those of a 
Venus fly trap! Soon after, Jerry informs the kids of a robbery at a gold reserve. Thinking 
The Granny may be involved, the spies jet off to investigate. Only when they arrive, they 
see the robber is a 20-year-old girl, and not The Granny at all. What the team ultimately 
uncovers is that, in exchange for The Granny stealing money to help her fund her 
research, Dr. B’s used her evil scientist skills to return The Granny to her “prime!” In a b-
story, when Lee gets a bad grade on a French test, Tami tutors him! 
 

7.00  Phineas & Ferb (Yr 2 / Ep 7 / Schoolkids)  



Phineas and Ferb accidentally knock an alien spacecraft into their backyard while playing 
baseball. While they are busy trying to repair it, Candace discovers Meap, an alien she 
believes has been "roboticized" by Phineas and Ferb, and sets out to bust her brothers 
with the evidence in hand. Meanwhile, Phineas, Ferb and Isabella are captured by Mitch, a 
rogue alien whom Meap was tracking before his spacecraft crashed. Candace and Meap 
team up to save them, while Dr. Doofenshmirtz's battle with Perry lands them right in the 
middle of the rescue plan. 

 
7.30  Ben 10: Ultimate Alien (Ep 25 / Schoolkids) 

Gwen's cousin, Sunny, pays a visit, but she's more than meets the eye! 
 

8.00  Ooglies (Ep 23 / Schoolkids) 
 

8.30  Dick 'n' Dom Go Wild! (Sr 1 / Ep 3 / Schoolkids)   
On today’s show, Olly and Oscar look after wildlife babies, enter a bat tent for a test flight 
and get to grips with a thirsty fawn.  Will Keisha and Mercy end up tongue tied whey they 
try out donkey dentistry at a sanctuary?  And Dom squares up to a massive mute swan 
that needs his help. 

 
 

okto WEDNESDAY  18  APRIL  2012 
 
9.00PM          ANIMAL NIGHT: River Monsters: Amazon Assassins (Ep 4 / Info-ed / 2nd Telecast)  

(With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目)  

In the darkest depths of the Amazon lurks a dinosaur. Legends tell of an evil spirit 
inhabiting an enormous fish. Taller than a man, it is covered in scales and crushes its prey 
with a tongue made of bone. Jeremy Wade has encountered this creature once before, 
and he came out second best. He’s taking no chances in the rematch.  

 
10.00   a-ok: Watch This Space (Sr 2 / Ep 3 / Local Info-ed) (益智节目)  

  

10.30  a-ok: The Travelling Palette (Sr 2 / Ep 3 / Local Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目) 

 
11.00  a-ok: Subak (Info-ed) (益智节目) 

Bali has an age-old irrigation system which has, over the centuries, proven to be near 
perfect. It is called the 'Subak'. The underlying philosophy guiding the 'Subak' system is 
harmony. Mutual agreements govern planting cycles, the division of water resources, the 
financial contribution of members, and the rights and responsibilities of members. It is 
defined by the Hindu concept of 'tri hita karana' or 'three elements of happiness''. The 
documentary will demonstrate how its possible for humans to live in harmony with nature 
through traditional methods and mutual cooperation. 

  
12.00MN     Close 
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okto  THURSDAY  19  APRIL  2012 



 

9.00AM           Sesam e St reet  (Season 40 / Ep 14 / Preschoo l) (幼儿乐园) 
 

10.00   oktOriginal: WITZ! (Ep 14 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 
 

10.30  Rob The Robot (Eps 17 - 18 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
Squeak is turned into a bunny rabbit by mistake during Rob’s magic show! The friends have to 
travel to the Magic Planet in order to find a way to turn him back!  The gang decide to travel to the 
Imagination Planet where they can each act out their favourite imaginary character.  

 

11.00  Wow ! Wow ! Wubbzy (Sr  2 / Ep  14 / Preschoo l) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.30  Guess How Much I Love You (Eps 13 - 14 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
Little Nutbrown Hare is disappointed when a trail of ants disappears with the delicious Spring 
berries he’s found. He’s convinced that ants are not very nice, and only after Big Nutbrown Hare 
explains how the ants were probably taking the berries home to their families does Little Nutbrown 
Hare forgive them. And when he sees how clever the ants are, he soon wants to be like them.  The 
Summer meadow is home to a many amazing treasures of nature. When Little Nutbrown Hare finds 
a beautiful blue butterfly, he and Little Field Mouse go on a hunt for other blue treasures to bring 
back and show Big Nutbrown Hare, including blueberries, blue bells and even blue eggshells. 
Meanwhile, Big Nutbrown Hare has discovered the biggest blue treasure of them all. What could it 
be? 
 

12.00NN   The Cat In The Hat Knows A Lot About That! (Ep 32 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
 

12.30PM         Hi-5 (Sr 13 / Ep 9 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

  

1.00  oktOriginal: WITZ! (Ep 14 / Local Preschoo l / R) (幼儿乐园) 
 

1.30  Rob The Robot (Eps 17 - 18 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.00  Wow! Wow! Wubbzy (Sr 2 / Ep 14 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.30  Guess How Much I Love You (Eps 13 - 14 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: Count TV (Ep 2 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 1 / Ep 12 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

4.00 oktOriginal: Cows & Crayons (Sr 1 / Ep 9 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)   

 

4.30  oktOriginal: Expedition! Thailand (Ep 8 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

5.00  Martha Speaks (Ep 10 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

 
5.30  Pirates, Adventures In Art (Ep 13 / Schoolkids) 

 
 
 

okto  THURSDAY  19  APRIL  2012 
 

6.00PM LEGO Ninjago (Sr 2 / Ep 4 / Schoolkids / R) (卡通片) 



After the Fangpyres join forces with the Hypnobrai, Lloyd awakens Pythor – the last 
remaining snake of the Anacondrai tribe.  Pythor lures Lloyd under his spell and steals a 
map from him that will show him where the remaining two snakes tribes dwell and Uncle 
Sensei saves Lloyd from doom. 

 

6.30  The Amazing Spiez (Sr 2 / Ep 12 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

As the spies are returning home from a desert mission in the WOOHP van, they suddenly 
get four flat tires and start to skid out of control, crashing! Realizing this was no accident, 
they discover that a long, thought-to-be-missing astronaut who never returned from his 
space mission, actually crash landed in the desert but thinks he's on another planet. A 
planet inhabited by aliens! Now that he's caught the kids and brought them to his 
antiquated, but highly-fortified compound, he thinks because of their high-tech gear and 
gadgets they might be aliens. Thinking he’ll dismantle their van and use its parts to escape 
the planet, the spies ultimately escape and bring the astronaut to his senses. In a b-story, 
Megan thinks she sees a UFO and goes to extreme lengths to prove that they exist – 
which obviously puts her at odd with the other spies! 

 
7.00  Phineas & Ferb (Yr 2 / Ep 8 / Schoolkids)   

The Flynn's neighbors have relatives visiting who bear an uncanny resemblance to Candace, 
Phineas and Ferb. In fact, older sister Mandy has two younger brothers, Thaddeus and Thor, who 
drive her crazy with their ambitious projects. Although Candace and Mandy initially bond, they soon 
compete, urging their brothers to build the best backyard fort. Meanwhile, Perry finds himself in the 
middle of Dr. Doofenshmirtz's family reunion where Dr. Doofenshmirtz tries to throw the annual 
kickball tournament via the Kick-inator.  Phineas and Ferb set out to build a bigger plane than 
Howard Hughes' wooden 'Spruce Goose,' and to be environmentally conscious, they build it out of 
paper-mache, complete with in-flight service and entertainment. Dr. Doofenshmirtz is doing his part 
to be green by using recycled materials to build an "Evaporator-inator" to dry up all the pools in the 
Tri-State area. Meanwhile, Candace and Stacy attend Jeremy's pool party only to discover an 
adventurous Australian girl is capturing Jeremy's attention. 

 
7.30  Ben 10: Ultimate Alien (Ep 26 / Schoolkids) 

The return of Elena and the nanochips from the "Alien Swarm" movie! 
 
8.00  Good Luck Charlie (Yr 1 / Ep 3 / Schoolkids)  

When Teddy discovers that she has a great uncle named Mel who Bob refuses to talk about, she 
and Ivy visit his retirement home and decide to take him to a baseball game. However, once at the 
game, Mel's obnoxious behavior provides an explanation for why he and Bob never got along. 
Meanwhile, Gabe and PJ see a financial opportunity when a photographer spots Charlie and wants 
to photograph her. 

 

8.30 oktOriginal: Groom My Room (Sr 8 / Ep 3 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目)  

This week, aspiring fencer Omar gets ready to face his biggest challenge ever – grooming 
his boring old room! How will he fare? Tune in to find out!  

 
 

 
okto THURSDAY  19  APRIL  2012 
 

9.00PM           DOCUMENTARY: Worst Case Scenario (Eps 7 - 8 / Info-ed) (益智节目) 

Bear Grylls shows how to survive when stranded in the middle of a desert and how to 
survive a falling elevator and how to navigate during a blackout. 

  
10.00 a-ok: Lonely Planet: Six Degrees China (Ep 1 / Debut / Info-ed) (益智节目)  



Get straight to the heart of China’s major cities in a series that proves that the best 
way to explore a place is by conn ecting with the people who live there!  Host Oli 
Pettigrew travels to Shanghai. Taking on the full-throttle city from the passenger 
seat of a Ferrari convertible, he enters the world of Shanghai's professional love 
hunters and signs up for a white-collar club in training for a boxing match.  Along 
the way he meets a top designer, chills out at a spa, and encounters a Chinese 
woman “erhu” player. 
 

11.00  a-ok: Classical Destinations: Aled Jones (Sr 1 / Ep 3 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Singer Aled Jones explores three German cities – Bayreuth, Bonn and Cologne –  and 
their respective close associations with the music and lives of composers Richard Wager, 
Ludwig van Beethoven and Robert Schumann. 

 

12.30AM         Close  
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okto  FRIDAY  20  APRIL  2012 
 
9.00AM           Sesam e St reet  (Season 40 / Ep 15 / Preschoo l) (幼儿乐园) 

 

10.00   oktOriginal: WITZ! (Ep 15 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园).  

 

10.30  Rob The Robot (Eps 19 - 20 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
After having put in a hard days work around the ship, Rob and his pals agree they need some fun 
time. They race off to the Circus Planet for a day of fun and laughs.  The crew is heading to the 
Space Fair, but their mission gets derailed when they find Squeak all dirty. They race off to the 
Scrubadub planet in hope they can clean up their friend before the fair is over. 

 

11.00  Wow ! Wow ! Wubbzy (Sr  2 / Ep  15 / Preschoo l) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.30  Guess How Much I Love You (Eps 15 - 16 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
Little Nutbrown Hare wakes early one Summer morning before the sun has risen. Big Nutbrown 
Hare sends Little Nutbrown Hare off to invite his friends for breakfast so he can rest a little longer. 
Along the way Little Nutbrown Hare discovers how wonderful and different all his friends homes 
are. Will Little Nutbrown Hare still love his own home as much as he did?  Little Nutbrown Hare 
decides he wants a clever long tail like his friends, rather than a short fluffy one. They help out by 
making him a long tail but all the results are either too tickly, bendy or flappy. When Big Nutbrown 
Hare spots his son from way across a grassy field everyone realizes that Little Nutbrown Hare’s 
little tail is clever in its own way. 

 

12.00NN   The Cat In The Hat Knows A Lot About That! (Ep 33 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
 

12.30PM          Hi-5 (Sr 13 / Ep 10 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.00  oktOriginal: WITZ! (Ep 15 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.30  Rob The Robot (Eps 19 - 20 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 



2.00  Wow! Wow! Wubbzy (Sr 2 / Ep 15 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.30  Guess How Much I Love You (Eps 15 - 16 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: Count TV (Ep 3 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 1 / Ep 13 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

4.00 oktOriginal: Cows & Crayons (Sr 1 / Ep 10 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)   

 

4.30  oktOriginal: Expedition! Thailand (Ep 9 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

5.00  Martha Speaks (Ep 11 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

 
5.30  Pirates, Adventures In Art (Ep 14 / Schoolkids) 
 

6.00  Sherlock Yack (Eps 5 - 6 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

 
 

okto  FRIDAY  20  APRIL  2012 
 
6.30PM okto @ The Movies: Tom And Jerry: Shiver Me Whiskers (Movie)  

It's a swashbuckling pirate adventure when Tom sets sail as a lowly cabin cat for 
the biggest, baddest pirate on the high seas - the infamous Captain Red and his 
bossy talking parrot in Tom and Jerry: Shiver Me Whiskers!  Tired of swabbing the 
deck all day, Tom thinks his luck has changed when a mysterious bottle containing 
a treasure map washes onboard! But Tom's dream of finding the treasure for 
himself is ruined when he discovers the bottle also contains a stowaway mouse, 
Jerry! Poor little Jerry has been guarding the treasure map and now has a greedy 
cat on his paws. Will Jerry be forced to walk the plank? Will Tom make it to the 
deserted island first? The race is on and Tom and Jerry must work together to get 
past the coconut-throwing monkeys, a giant slimy octopus and outsmart the pirates 
to find the buried treasure! 

 
8.30  Backyard Science (Sr 2 / Ep 3 / Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目) 

Build a simple spy telephone; blow a coin into a cup; construct a chemical powered racing 
craft; whip up a widget to find wax in your friend’s ears, and discover why salt stops 
sidewalks from becoming so slippery! Construct a clever water-powered clock, make a 
balloon spin like a top, find out how a spoon and string can sound like a chiming bell, keep 
your buddies glued to a chair with the power of one finger, and make an applause 
machine from an old box and waxed thread. 

 

okto  FRIDAY  20  APRIL  2012 
 
9.00PM          ANIMAL NIGHT: Into The Wilderness: Everglades (Sr 2 / Ep 1 / Info-ed)  

(With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目) 

This series brings us thrilling tales of unbridled natural forces and wonders in 
America’s wilderness. The first episode explores the Everglades, the most famous 
wetland on Earth and America’s most endangered National Park. Each year more 
and more of the water that feeds the Everglades is diverted to the farmlands and 
urban areas of Florida. The Everglades is already a third of its original size, and the 



quality and quantity of water that is allowed to flow through the remaining 
Everglades will determine if this wilderness, and those extraordinary creatures that 
depend on it, will survive.  

 

10.00 PRINT TO SCREEN: Return To Cranford (Ep 2 / Drama) (电视剧)  
Lady Ludlow’s unscrupulous son, Septimus, sells the Hanbury estate to the railway 
company. Miss Matty modifies her positions on the railway construction. William and 
Peggy are engaged to be married, but Mr Buxton refuses to give his blessing.  Peggy’s 
brother, Edward, commits embezzlement after he becomes Mr Buxton’s land agent. Mary 
decides to pursue her writing and leaves for London, leaving Miss Matty alone in the 
house. 

 
11.00 PRINT TO SCREEN: The Casebook Of Sherlock Holmes (Ep 3 / Drama) (电视剧)  

Sherlock Holmes spends several days at the horse races. His client is an English 
aristocrat who faces financial ruin at the hands of an old enemy. 

 
12.00MN         Close 
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okto   SATURDAY 21  APRIL  2012 
 

7.00AM           In  The Night  Garden (Set 4 / Ep 15 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

7.30  In The Night Garden (Set 5 / Ep 15 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

8.00           The Advent ures Of  Hello Kit t y & Fr iends (Eps 37 - 40 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

9.00  Dragon Snooker (Ep 11 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)  
China Snooker Enterprise wants to form a group of five to represent China to participate in the 
World Snooker Championship, their targets are Junhui, Fan, Dong, Du and Sen. Sen and Du do not 
want to join and Dong also not willing to cooperate with Sen. On the other hand, representatives 
from America jeer the kids and Sen gets very angry. He comes out with an idea to combine snooker 
robot with Chinese chess to compete with them, but American beat Sen and Du by using their flying 
“Fighting Eagle”.  Fan meets his friend Henry, Henry becomes the leader of England’s team. He 
feels disappointed of Fan loses the national championship and he wants to beat China in the world 
championship. Sha Sha accidentally hears their conversation and tells Junhui and Dong, they worry 
that they will be betrayed before and after the competition. 

 

9.30  Scan 2 Go (Ep 48 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

  

10.00  Pokemon: Black & White (Season 14 / Ep 23 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

The time for Ash’s Gym Battle with Burgh, the Castelia City Gym Leader and Bug-type 
Pokémon expert, has finally arrived! Burgh’s first Pokémon is Dwebble, and Ash sends out 
his Tepig. From the outset, Burgh’s Dwebble shows impressive speed thanks to an extra-
light rock on its back, and its powerful Rock Wrecker attack quickly knocks Tepig out!  
Next, Ash brings out his Sewaddle. Burgh is pleased to see his old friend from Pinwheel 
Forest until Sewaddle makes quick work of Dwebble by knocking the rock off of its back 
with a well-placed Razor Leaf, evening the score! 



 

10.30  Bakugan Battle Brawlers (Sr 3 / Ep 30 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

 

11.00  Metal Fight Beyblade (Sr 2 / Ep 13 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 
Gingka and the rest of Team Gangan Galaxy travel by train to Russia to meet their next opponents 
in the Beyblade World Championships. The train ride is long and cold but some of the other riders, 
Alexsey, Lera and Nowaguma help pass the time with a bey battle. Team Gangan Galaxy wins 
handily, but is surprised to learn when they arrive at their destination that their opponents on the 
train are in reality, Lovushka, the Russian Team. 
 

11.30  LEGO Ninjago (Sr 2 / Ep 5 / Schoolkids) (卡通片) 

Can of Worms:  Lloyd moves in and tries to make nice by helping out with chores, but he 
just gets in the way.  Pythor has awoken the Vipoids and the Constrictaurs and an all out 
snake war has taken over Ninjago.   The Ninja are not faring well, when a mysterious 
Samurai shows up and saves the day.  
 

12.00NN Artzooka (Ep 25 / Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目) 

Jeremie shows how to add a secret hidden layer to a picture, how to make a guardian to 
scare the monsters away from our closets, and, with a little help from modeling clay, to 
create animals and people from twigs and sticks. 

 
 

okto   SATURDAY 21  APRIL  2012 
 

12.30PM       oktOriginal: Groom My Room (Sr 8 / Ep 3 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

This week, aspiring fencer Omar gets ready to face his biggest challenge ever – grooming 
his boring old room! How will he fare? Tune in to find out!  

 

1.00  Bakugan Battle Brawlers (Eps 49 - 50 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

  

2.00  The Jungle Book (Eps 3 – 6 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)   

 

3.00 Zheng He's Voyages To The West Seas (Eps 7 - 8 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)   

 
4.00 Masked Rider Den-O (Eps 11 - 12 / Schoolkids / R) 

 

5.00 oktOriginal: Moon Face (Sr 2 / Eps 1 – 2 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

 
6.00  Wild Kratts (Ep 11 / Schoolkids / R)  
 

6.30 The Mysteries Of Alfred Hedgehog (Eps 11 - 12 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

  
7.00       Pokemon: DP Sinnoh League Victors (Season 13 / Ep 15 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R)  

(卡通片) 

Dawn takes a little time to train with her newly acquired Togekiss before the Grand 
Festival. She discovers that Togekiss seems to take an extraordinarily long time swooping 
around-in a sort of sky dance-before executing a move. Dawn begins to think that she may 
never succeed with Togekiss in a Contest. Meanwhile, Jessie from Team Rocket has her 
eye on the beautiful and graceful Togekiss, and she looks to James and Meowth for help 
catching it. Twice they attempt to dig a tunnel and then drill up from underground to catch 
Togekiss, each time to no avail. Then, when Team Rocket ends up catching Pikachu and 
Piplup, our heroes spring into action! And when Dawn calls several attacks for Togekiss to 
execute, the same sky-dancing initially ensues-this time the swoops allow Togekiss to 



dodge Team Rocket's attacks! Piplup and Pikachu are rescued safely, and Team Rocket 
is sadly sent blasting off again. 

 
7.30 Dinosaur King D-Kids Adventures (Ep 52 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

In Ancient Rome, Max and his friends help a girl named Sofia who is carrying a powerful jewel to 
her brother, the great gladiator Spartacus. The stone turns out to be the first of the legendary 
Cosmos Stones, and soon the D Team and their dinosaurs are battling Space Pirates for control of 
it. 

 
8.00  The Avengers: Earth's Mightiest Heroes (Yr 1 / Ep 6 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 

8.30  oktOriginal: 100 Wishes (Sr 2 / Ep 2 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

Little Timmy is worried that his grandfather might be trying to kill himself by pulling off 
crazy stunts like extreme inline-skating and juggling hot coals, all while completely 
disregarding his safety. The aged man, however, is simply trying to fulfill his late wife’s 
wish- that is to go outside, enjoy life, and live. Timmy wished for his grandfather to live 
forever. Can that wish be fulfilled? 
 
 

 

 

okto   SATURDAY  21  APRIL  2012 
 

9.00PM The First Life: Conquest (Ep 3 / Last Episode / Info-ed) (益智节目) 

David Attenborough continues his journey in the Rocky Mountains of Canada, the deserts 
of North Africa, and the tropical rainforests of Australia. He discovers how and why 
animals evolved skeletons and shells; how they developed true, picture-forming eyes; and 
how others went to extraordinary lengths to protect themselves from predator 
attacks.  Attenborough also discovers the first animals that moved out of the sea to 
conquer the land and the air.  

  
10.00 CENTRESTAGE: Giuseppe Verdi: Un Ballo In Maschera (Culture)  

Giuseppe Verdi’s three-act opera “A Masked Ball” is performed at the Leipzig Opera.  The 
music is played by the Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra, conducted by Richard Chailly. 

 
12.00MN         Close  
 
 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 

Daily Programme Listing 
 

okto SUNDAY  22  APRIL  2012 
 

7.00AM           In  The Night  Garden (Set 4 / Ep 16 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

7.30  In The Night Garden (Set 5 / Ep 16 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

8.00           The Adventures Of Hello Kitty & Friends (Eps 41 - 44 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 



9.00  Magic Wonderland (Ep 1 / Debut / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Magic Wonderland is set on an exotic island and follows a young girl, Ocean, and 
her grandfather as they enter a magical world of wizards and fairies. 

 

9.31 Monkey King (Ep 1 / Debut / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  
The animated series follows the epic adventures of MONKEY KING, an extraordinary monkey 
born from a mythical stone shaped by the primal forces of chaos on Fruit Blossom 

Mountain.  The spectacular way Stone Monkey was born (even noticed by the Gods of the 
Sky) and his unique and independent behavior, make him very welcome within the local 
monkey community where he is immediately elected the new King.  As he fears he does not 
have enough knowledge and strength to protect his family from the Demon of Havoc, he 
leaves his friends and travels far away to learn the Art of Magic, Kung fu and get his name: 
Monkey King.  When returning to Fruit Blossom Mountain in full mastery of his powers, he 
finds another Monkey King ruling his people: his childhood friend Sixth Sense, who was 

influenced in his desire by the evil powers of Old White Deer on his quest for ruling the 
Universe.  The Monkey King, by defeating Old White Deer, finally saves his childhood friend 
and rightfully becomes the great and wise king of Fruit Blossom Mountain. 
 

10.00  The Mysteries Of Alfred Hedgehog (Eps 49 - 50 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)  
Milo is convinced there’s a ghost howling in Gnarly Woods.  Dragging Alfred and Camille to the spot 
where he heard the sound, the gang hear the eerie sound once more.  Other residents start to 
complain and Mrs. Payne’s crystal bowls have been shattered.  Alfred and his team discover it’s 
Mrs. Radley who’s singing opera and when she hits the HIGH C note, it causes the crystal to 
shatter.  When Milo accidentally finds a bow and arrow and other items in the mud, Alfred and the 
others think there’s a mysterious visitor in Gnarly Woods.  But when they search for him, no one 
has seen or heard anything. It’s as if he’s a ghost.  Alfred discovers that the bow and arrow are very 
old and belong to a hunter long ago.   They were preserved in the bog and that’s why they looked 
like new.   
 

10.30  Cardfight Vanguard (Ep 2 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 
In order to take back his "Blaster Blade", Aichi continues to fight Kai in the card game, "Vanguard". 
Kai teaches thegame to Aichi while fighting him, and shows Aichi his overpowering skills at the 
same time. Aichi tries his best tobeat Kai, and puts up the fight of his life. In the midst of all this, the 
strange fate between Aichi and Kai is finallyrevealed. 
 

11.00  Hannah Montana (Yr 3 / Ep 3 / Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 
When Miley insists on going to the dentist without her father’s hand to hold, she ultimately can’t go 
through with the treatment, but doesn’t admit it to Robby.  Her appearance as Hannah on a popular 
food show goes completely awry as a result of her swollen tooth.   

  
11.30  Aaron Stone (Yr 1 / Ep 3 / Schoolkids / R)  

Aaron Stone battles The General’s manmade super robot, Treason, who is helping The General 
build an army of robots.  Inadvertently, Aaron Stone puts T. Abner Hall in terrible danger and he 
and S.T.A.N. must save the day.  Back home, Charlie has the opportunity to hang out with his crush 
Chase Davenport and accidentally stands Emma up. 

 
 
 
okto SUNDAY  22  APRIL  2012 
 

12.00NN Geronimo Stilton (Ep 4 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) 
At the New Mouse City Museum strange things are happening, there are reports of a mummy 
walking around the Museum at night and even during the day, frightening visitors.  Certain that 
there's a logical explanation to all this Geronimo agrees to do a story to PROVE that there's no 



mummy.  It turns out there is a mummy walking around, but it's really a famous thief named 
“Shadow” who is behind it all. 

 

12.30PM Time Warp Trio (Ep 9 / Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

1.00  Sangokuden Brave Battle Warriors (Eps 19 - 20 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)   

 
2.00  Pearlie (Eps 16 - 17 / Schoolkids / R) 
 

3.00 Zheng He's Voyages To The West Seas (Eps 9 - 10 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)   

 
4.00 Masked Rider Den-O (Eps 13 - 14 / Schoolkids / R)  
 

5.00 oktOriginal: Moon Face (Sr 2 / Eps 3 – 4 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

 
6.00  Wild Kratts (Ep 12 / Schoolkids / R)  
 

6.30  The Mysteries Of Alfred Hedgehog (Eps 13 - 14 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 
7.00         Pokemon: DP Sinnoh League Victors (Season 13 / Ep 16 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R)  

(卡通片) 

Ash and the gang are practicing in a forest on their way to the Grand Festival. They come 
across what appears to be another Piplup, and then Pikachu and then, one by one, all of 
their other Pokémon seem to appear in pairs! It turns out that a duo of transforming Ditto 
are mimicking their Pokémon! 
 

7.30 Power Rangers Jungle Fury (Ep 1 / Schoolkids / R)  

Pai Zhuq Kung Fu School is looking for its next generation of guardians to guard the Dai 
Shi.  Jarrod is furious that he wasn’t chosen and accidentally unleashes the Dai Shi.  
Master Mao sends students as the world’s only hope, Theo, Lily, and Casey, to capture 
Dai Shi.  RJ, their new master, comes to save them and help them out by turning them into 
Power Rangers. 

 

8.00  The Avengers: Earth's Mightiest Heroes (Yr 1 / Ep 7 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 

8.30  oktOriginal: 100 Wishes (Sr 2 / Ep 3 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

If there is one thing that Fann would absolutely love other than dancing is to take part in 
the The CC Family Talent Show with her busy and career-minded mother. Karen believes 
she does not need this talent show to bond with her daughter as they are already close, 
but that is obviously not the case. Will Fann and Karen perform a Chinese cross talk 
routine for the show that Karen will perform again for an important business deal, or will 
Karen realize the importance of spending quality time with her daughter? 
 

 

okto SUNDAY 22 APRIL  2012 
 

9.00PM           DOCUMENTARY: Make Do And Mend (Sr 1 / Eps 15 - 16 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Lucia shows how to make a modelling dough and Jo installs doors while preparations are 
underway for a fashion show.  Jo, Simon and Lucia visit Bath and offer money-saving 
ideas to the Suli Samba Band. 

 

10.00  FILMART: Sleuth (Movie) (艺 术 影 院) 



A millionaire detective novelist matches wits with the unemployed actor who ran off with 
his wife in a deadly serious, seriously twisted game with dangerous consequences. 
Starring Michael Caine and Jude Law.   

 
12.00MN        Close  
 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
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okto MONDAY  23  APRIL  2012 
 

9.00AM           Sesame Street (Season 40 / Ep 16 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)   

 

10.00               oktOriginal: WITZ! (Ep 16 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 
 

10.30  Rob The Robot (Eps 21 - 22 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
Rob and his pals are missing the last piece of their jigsaw puzzle and must travel to the Puzzle 
Planet to find another. Rob has built a surprise for Squeak; his very own mouse house! However 
the others suggest it could be improved, so they travel to the Craft Planet to see who can build the 
better house.  

 

11.00               Wow! Wow! Wubbzy (Sr 2 / Ep 16 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.30  Guess How Much I Love You (Eps 17 - 18 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
One Summer’s day Little Field Mouse is very excited to show Little Nutbrown Hare her new 
favourite thing, a very pretty flower… the prettiest ever! She lets Little Nutbrown Hare borrow it to 
show Big Nutbrown Hare, but when it blows away during the night Little Nutbrown Hare worries how 
his friend will react. Will he be able to work up the courage to tell her what happened?  Trying to 
keep cool on a sticky Summer’s day by the stream, Little Nutbrown Hare and Big Nutbrown Hare 
have lots of fun skipping stones and throwing sticks. When Little Nutbrown Hare discovers that 
sticks float, the two follow the sticks down the river to see where they go. It’s not an easy chase, 
and there is a surprise around every corner. Where will the sticks end up? 
 

12.00NN   The Cat In The Hat Knows A Lot About That! (Ep 34 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 
12.30PM         Hi-5 (Sr 13 / Ep 11 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

   

1.00  oktOriginal: WITZ! (Ep 16 / Local Preschoo l / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.30  Rob The Robot (Eps 21 - 22 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.00  Wow! Wow! Wubbzy (Sr 2 / Ep 16 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.30  Guess How Much I Love You (Eps 17 - 18 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: Count TV (Ep 4 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 1 / Ep 14 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

4.00 oktOriginal: Cows & Crayons (Sr 1 / Ep 11 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 
 



4.30  oktOriginal: Expedition! Thailand (Ep 10 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

5.00  Martha Speaks (Ep 12 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

 
5.30  Pirates, Adventures In Art (Ep 15 / Schoolkids) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

okto MONDAY  23  APRIL  2012 
 

6.00  Sherlock Yack (Eps 7 - 8 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

 

6.30  The Amazing Spiez (Sr 2 / Ep 13 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

When Megan grows sick of playing second-fiddle to the boys, she hacks into the WOOHP 
computer to find an open mission that she can solve on her own! Soon, Megan is hot on 
the trail of someone who’s stealing the attributes of the buffest/most ath letic/handsomest 
guys on Earth so he can transform from his wimpy self into a villain named Macho Man! 
Unfortunately, when Megan comes face-to-face with him, he captures her and she has to 
call-in her brothers to help her out. And when the boys show up and save her, Megan 
explains why she went after the villain alone. The boys then realize what jerks they've 
been and support Megan as she takes the lead and takes out the Macho Man for good! In 
a b-story, Lee, Marc and Tony go on a camping trip with Cal. 

 
7.00  Phineas & Ferb (Yr 2 / Ep 9 / Schoolkids) 

When Candace learns that Jeremy will star in a TV commercial she worries that, with his 
newfound celebrity, he will forget about her.  So, as Phineas and Ferb produce their own 
TV game show, Candace uses the opportunity to get herself on the airwaves, to the 
surprise of Jeremy and his friend Coltrane.  Phineas and Ferb help Isabella and the 
Fireside Girls meet their carwash fundraising goals by building the world's most elaborate 
automatic carwash.  Then, Jeremy asks Candace to go for a ride in his mother's 
car…which needs a wash.  Meanwhile, Dr. Doofenschmirtz has a device to make 
everything bigger and he starts by making mountains out of molehills. 

 
7.30  Pair Of Kings (Yr 1 / Ep 18 / Schoolkids) 

With the kings' approval rating down, Boomer and Brady conduct a "King for a Day 
Contest" granting one lucky islander permission to follow them all day and witness their 
responsible decision-making and kingly duties first hand. Their biggest fan, Hilo Tutuki, 
wins the contest and when he sets out to capture a terrorizing pre-historic bird named 
Razor Hawk, Boomer and Brady must prove their heroism to Hilo and the kingdom. 

 
8.00  Kids Detective (Sr 1 / Ep 7 / Schoolkids / R) 

Calling on the help of a four-legged friend to find a thief AND pinning down a card cheat by 
reading their body language AND finding foliage at the scene of the crime AND 
discovering which pesky pet is to blame by drawing a crime scene recreation. 

 

8.30  oktOriginal: KNOCKOUT: ALL STARS (Ep 4 / Local Info-ed) (益智节目)  

This week, it’s grace and tradition in Chinese Cultural Dance. Ooboo and Booboo discuss 
the finer points of this historically rich art form while both teams discover the additional 
function of everyday kitchen utensils as they take on a traditional Mongolian dance. Then, 



their balance and grace will be put to the test in the Mystery Challenge. Their pride is not 
the only thing that might be broken. Check out the drama, only on KNOCKOUT ALL 
STARS! 

 
 
 

 

okto MONDAY  23  APRIL  2012 
 

9.00PM           ANIMAL NIGHT: Bite Me With Dr Mike Leahy: Borneo (Ep 4 / Info-ed)  

(With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目)  

Virologist Mike Leahy scours the globe for some of the most advanced killers in the natural 
world. In Borneo, he encounters some deadly creatures, from a cute-looking mammal that 
can kill with its armpit sweat to a magnificent mountainside plant that will swallow and 
digest just about anything. 

 

10.00  a-ok: Popstar To Operastar (Sr 2 / Ep 5 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

The four remaining contestants (Claire Richards, Joe McElderry, Joseph Washbourn and 
Cheryl Baker) compete in this semi-final. English tenor Alfie Boe appears as a guest 
panelist. 

 
11.30   a-ok: Euromaxx (Ep 40 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

This episode features a street artist in Portugal and a successful German illustrator for 
English children’s books. 
 

12.00AM         Close 
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okto TUESDAY  24  APRIL  2012 
 

9.00AM           Sesam e St reet  (Season 40 / Ep 17 / Preschoo l) (幼儿乐园) 
 

10.00   oktOriginal: WITZ! (Ep 17 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

10.30  Rob The Robot (Eps 23 - 24 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

Rob and friends discover that TK isn’t feeling very well. The crew travel to Medicine Planet 
looking to help her, but in the process Rob and Orbit get sick too!  When the gang finally 
admit there are too few hiding places on the ship to play Hide N Seek, they head to the 
Hide and Seek Planet where they find tons of cool places to hide.  
 

11.00  Wow ! Wow ! Wubbzy (Sr  2 / Ep  17 / Preschoo l) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.30  Guess How Much I Love You (Eps 19 - 20 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
Summer is at its hottest and Little Nutbrown Hare and Little Field Mouse want to run and play but 
the sun is just too hot and strong. That’s until Little Grey Squirrel gives them both a wonderful 
present, big leafy parasols. When he later changes his mind and takes Little Nutbrown Hare’s 
parasol back, the little hare is naturally disappointed. Can the friends find a way for all of them to be 
happy?  Summer in the meadow is a great time to find tasty snacks to eat. Big Nutbrown Hare 
seems to know all the best tricks and hiding spots for the yummy treats and Little Nutbrown Hare 
can’t help but wish he was as big and smart as his father. However, he soon finds out that there are 
some things a little Nutbrown Hare can teach a Big Nutbrown Hare. 
 

12.00NN   The Cat In The Hat Knows A Lot About That! (Ep 35 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

12.30PM         Hi-5 (Sr 13 / Ep 12 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.00  oktOriginal: WITZ! (Ep 17 / Local Preschoo l / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.30  Rob The Robot (Eps 23 - 24 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.00  Wow! Wow! Wubbzy (Sr 2 / Ep 17 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.30  Guess How Much I Love You (Eps 19 - 20 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: Count TV (Ep 5 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 1 / Ep 15 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

4.00 oktOriginal: Cows & Crayons (Sr 1 / Ep 12 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

4.30  oktOriginal: Expedition! Thailand (Ep 11 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 
 

5.00  Martha Speaks (Ep 13 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

 
5.30  Pirates, Adventures In Art (Ep 16 / Schoolkids) 
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okto TUESDAY  24  APRIL  2012 
 

6.00PM Sherlock Yack (Eps 9 - 10 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

 

6.30  The Amazing Spiez (Sr 2 / Ep 14 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

When their Aunt Trudi accidentally is exposed to a vial of liquid, she begins acting very 
strangely - she helps cook dinner and is a whiz with kitchen knives; she's mischievous with 
yarn (rope); and she has super vision with her souped-up glasses. That night, Jerry 
WOOHPs the kids and tells them that someone has raided WOOHP's gadget lab and the 
spies need to investigate. As they get on the case, mysteriously, one by one, the spies 
start to get abducted by an incredibly skilled counter-spy! What the spies discover is that 
Aunt Trudi, by accidentally inhaling the gas which was actually a top secret experimental 
"essence of counter-spy" liquid, has become an rouge mercenary bent of taking out the 
spies as only Trudi can. The spies escape and turn their normally docile aunt back to her 
harmless, nosey self in the end. In a b-story, Marc gets his hands on a WOOHP Magic 
Pyramid and makes everyone’s lives miserable by forecasting the future. 

 
7.00  Phineas & Ferb (Yr 2 / Ep 10 / Schoolkids)  

When Phineas and Ferb think Perry is lost, they build a musical device to find him. 
Meanwhile, Candace, who fears she is at fault for Perry's disappearance, combs the Tri-
State area to find him. As it turns out, Doofenshmirtz has been downgraded to a low-level 
threat and Perry has been reassigned to a more dangerous villain, and possibly, a new 
family.  The family becomes marooned after a summer storm shipwrecks them on an 
island, and Phineas, Ferb and Isabella use the opportunity to build a Swiss Family style 
tree house. Meanwhile, Candace tries to get them to build a boat so she can get back in 
time for Jeremy's party. Dr. Doofenshmirtz is also on the island, using the free monkey 
labor to boost a new business. 

 
7.30  Pair Of Kings (Yr 1 / Ep 19 / Schoolkids) 

Boomer and Brady discover Vault 14, a secret vault which protects Kinkow's most 
mysterious and powerful artifacts including Duplicatus Plantus, a plant that copies 
anything it touches. The kings make clones of themselves and while they go surfing, they 
send their doubles to the Kalooki Island Peace Summit. Filling in for the brothers, the 
clones impress Mikayla, the island dignitaries and the other Kinkowians with their 
intelligence, hygiene, and professionalism.  However, when Brady and Boomer overhear 
the clones' ultimate plan to takeover, the kings must figure out how to get rid of their 
doubles and take back their kingdom. 

 
8.00  Gastronuts: Can We Cook Like A Chef? (Schoolkids / R)  

In a special episode the Gastronuts are joined by an award winning chef and are shown 
just what it takes to cook high end cuisine like a chef. They have just two days to learn a 
new menu, master the cooking and then serve up the results on time to 20 hungry guests. 
 

8.30  Lab Rats Challenge (Ep 3 / Schoolkids / R) 
When you look at a drawn maze in a mirror, it’s easy to mix up which way is backwards 
and which is forwards. With two mirror-maze boxes the teams race against each other to 
keep within the ‘maze boundaries’ and be the first team to complete the challenge. 
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okto TUESDAY 24  APRIL  2012 
 
9.00PM          DOCUMENTARY: Stan Lee's Superhumans (Sr 1 / Ep 8 / Last Episode / Info-ed) (PG)  

(益智节目) 

Daniel meets Tim Friede of Wisconsin, a human guinea-pig who allows himself to be bitten 
by venomous snakes for medical research; Dan Meyer of Alabama, who is proclaimed to 
be one of the greatest sword swallowers in the world; Garry "Stretch" Turner of London, 
whose rare medical condition gives him the world's stretchiest skin; and Yves Rossy of 
Switzerland, who flies with a high-tech, jet-powered wing strapped to his back that is 
controlled by precise movements of his body.  

  
10.00 a-ok:  My First Film (Ep 11 / Local Drama / 2nd Telecast) (电视剧) 

This week we are featuring these clips from Republic Polytechnic: “A World To Call My 
Own part 1 & 2” and “I Am Nothing Without”. 

 

10.30 oktOriginal: KNOCKOUT: ALL STARS (Ep 4 / Local Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目)  

This week, it’s grace and tradition in Chinese Cultural Dance. Ooboo and Booboo discuss 
the finer points of this historically rich art form while both teams discover the additional 
function of everyday kitchen utensils as they take on a traditional Mongolian dance. Then, 
their balance and grace will be put to the test in the Mystery Challenge. Their pride is not 
the only thing that might be broken. Check out the drama, only on KNOCKOUT ALL 
STARS! 

 

11.00  a-ok: Celebrating Youth (Ep 3 / Local Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目) 

 
11.30  a-ok: A Bloodline To The Arts (Ep 6 / Local Culture / 2nd Telecast)  

 
12.00MN         Close 
 
  
 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
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okto  WEDNESDAY 25  APRIL  2012 
 

9.00AM           Sesam e St reet  (Season 40 / Ep 18 / Preschoo l) (幼儿乐园) 
 

10.00   oktOriginal: WITZ! (Ep 18 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

  

10.30  Rob The Robot (Eps 25 - 26 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
The Gang rocket to the Camping Planet where Ema and TK get set to teach Rob and Orbit all 
about camping.  Everyone’s looking forward to having a sleepover, and decide the Bedtime Planet 
is the place to go.  There’s only one problem, Orbit forgot to mention he has bad dreams when he 
doesn’t sleep in his own bed. 

 

11.00  Wow ! Wow ! Wubbzy (Sr  2 / Ep  18 / Preschoo l) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.30  Guess How Much I Love You (Eps 21 - 22 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
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On Summer’s hottest night Little Nutbrown Hare finds it hard to sleep. When a swim in the river isn’t 
enough to cool him down, Little Nutbrown Hare and his friends ask Little White Owl to tell them a 
really cold and sleepy bedtime story. Will she come up with a story that can make them feel cool 
and finally get Little Nutbrown Hare off to sleep?  Little Nutbrown Hare is impressed by Blue Bird’s 
description of a flowery field that looks just like a sea of colour from her bird’s eye view. He visits 
the field with Big Nutbrown Hare and Little Field Mouse, and they discover that everyone has their 
own unique view of the field, and each one is special in its own way. 

 

12.00NN   The Cat In The Hat Knows A Lot About That! (Ep 36 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

12.30PM         Hi-5 (Sr 13 / Ep 13 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.00  oktOriginal: WITZ! (Ep 18 / Local Preschoo l / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.30  Rob The Robot (Eps 25 - 26 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园))  

 

2.00  Wow! Wow! Wubbzy (Sr 2 / Ep 18 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.30  Guess How Much I Love You (Eps 21 - 22 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: Count TV (Ep 6 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 1 / Ep 16 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

4.00 oktOriginal: Cows & Crayons (Sr 1 / Ep 13 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

4.30  oktOriginal: Expedition! Thailand (Ep 12 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

5.00  Martha Speaks (Ep 14 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

 
5.30  Pirates, Adventures In Art (Ep 17 / Schoolkids) 
 

6.00  Sherlock Yack (Eps 11 - 12 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

 
 
 

okto  WEDNESDAY 25  APRIL  2012 
 

6.30PM The Amazing Spiez (Sr 2 / Ep 15 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

When Jerry informs the spies of a break-in at a robotics lab, they head out to investigate  
and soon discover that the lab’s new nano chip is missing. They also find a clue: a residue 
on the ground. Meanwhile, Tony finds a special decoder ring in a box of Super Spy Flakes 
and wins a tour of the Super Spy Flake factory from its owner, Flakey Fructose. However, 
soon after he and the other winners arrive, they find themselves under Flakey’s control. 
Meanwhile, Jer informs Lee, Marc and Megan that the residue they found matches the 
ingredients in Super Spy Flakes. Worried, they head to the factory where they discover 
that Tony and the others have been recruited to help Flakey take out his cereal 
competitors! In a b-story, Jerry, in order to raise money for the agency, tries to come up 
with various spy-themed products. 
 

7.00  Phineas & Ferb (Yr 2 / Ep 11 / Schoolkids)  

Comedic foils Dr. Doofenshmirtz and Major Monogram host a viewers' choice countdown 
special featuring the Top 10 favorite musical numbers. The episode features new clips of 
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Dr. Doofenshmirtz and Major Monogram, and showcases music sequences selected by 
fans around the world. 

 
7.30  Ben 10: Ultimate Alien II (Ep 1 / Schoolkids) 

Ben and co are visited by Ben 10K who is tracking down the evil Eon!  
 

8.00  Ooglies (Eps 25 - 26 / Schoolkids) 
 

8.30  Dick 'n' Dom Go Wild! (Sr 1 / Ep 4 / Schoolkids)   

On today’s show, Mya and Sophie head out on the ocean waves on a shark saving 
adventure.  Robert and Rebecca get tails wagging at a dog rescue centre as they help 
Joel the Labrador through an operation on his bad eye and give Sasha the Samoyed a 
shower.  And Dick is feeling gruff as he tries to bath some Billy Goats. 

 
 

okto WEDNESDAY  25  APRIL  2012 
 
9.00PM          ANIMAL NIGHT: River Monsters: Amazon Flesh Eater (Ep 5 / Info-ed / 2nd Telecast)  

(With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目)  

A man swallowed whole by a fish, a body eaten alive from within.  Another penetrated in a 
most unnatural fashion, yet more with multiple stab wounds.  Jeremy Wade is in pursuit of 
these notorious killers to discover the facts, to determine if their crimes are real and their 
methods as gruesome as reported.  

 
10.00   a-ok: Watch This Space (Sr 2 / Ep 4 / Local Info-ed) (益智节目)  

The artists create an installation with the existing group of small trees in the park that are 
arranged on a row of steps named “Please leave a secret message with the tress”. They 
intend to set up posts to let the public to stop by and leave a ‘secret’ anonymously into a 
recorder that will play back by another member of the public.  

 

10.30  a-ok: The Travelling Palette (Sr 2 / Ep 4 / Local Info-ed / 2nd Telecast) (益智节目) 

 
11.00  a-ok: Fagin And Oliver - The Asian Twist (Info-ed) (益智节目) 

This programme won the Gold Panda Award for best social documentary at the 2006 
Sichuan TV Festival. It takes a sympathetic look at the lives of street children in the city of 
Jakarta. Most of these kids come from poverty-stricken villages and earn their living as 
beggars on the streets.   

 
12.00MN     Close 
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MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
Daily Programme Listing 
 

okto  THURSDAY  26  APRIL  2012 
 

9.00AM           Sesam e St reet  (Season 40 / Ep 19 / Preschoo l) (幼儿乐园) 
 

10.00   oktOriginal: WITZ! (Ep 19 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 
 

10.30  Rob The Robot (Eps 27 - 28 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

TK is tired of being the smallest one on the rocket and wishes she were bigger. The gang 
set off to Big and Small Planet to help TK get her wish.  Rob and friends are playing show 
and share, but soon realize they have nothing new to show!  They travel to Discovery 
Planet to find new items but not all of their finds are what they seem! 

 

11.00  Wow ! Wow ! Wubbzy (Sr  2 / Ep  19 / Preschoo l) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.30  Guess How Much I Love You (Eps 23 - 24 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
One gorgeous Summer morning Big Nutbrown Hare wakes to find Little Nutbrown Hare enthralled 
by a story of Little White Owl’s. Encouraged, Little Nutbrown Hare sets off to make up a story of his 
own, but finds it harder than he thought to come up with one. With the help of his father, he finally 
uses some fruit he’s collected on the way to help him tell a very colourful tale.  Little Nutbrown Hare 
has a new game. He will be Big Nutbrown Hare for a day, doing jobs like finding food, answering 
tricky questions and resting in the grass. Likewise, Big Nutbrown Hare must take on his son’s jobs 
of playing with his friends, making up new games and asking questions. It’s all great fun until they 
realize that they are much, much better at being themselves. 

 

12.00NN   The Cat In The Hat Knows A Lot About That! (Ep 37 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
 

12.30PM         Hi-5 (Sr 13 / Ep 14 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

  

1.00  oktOriginal: WITZ! (Ep 19 / Local Preschoo l / R) (幼儿乐园) 
 

1.30  Rob The Robot (Eps 27 - 28 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.00  Wow! Wow! Wubbzy (Sr 2 / Ep 19 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.30  Guess How Much I Love You (Eps 23 - 24 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: Count TV (Ep 7 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 2 / Ep 1 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

4.00 oktOriginal: Cows & Crayons (Sr 2 / Ep 1 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)   

 

4.30  oktOriginal: Expedition! Thailand (Ep 13 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

5.00  Martha Speaks (Ep 15 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

 
5.30  Pirates, Adventures In Art (Ep 18 / Schoolkids) 
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okto  THURSDAY  26  APRIL  2012 
 

6.00PM LEGO Ninjago (Sr 2 / Ep 5 / Schoolkids / R) (卡通片) 

Can of Worms:  Lloyd moves in and tries to make nice by helping out with chores, but he 
just gets in the way.  Pythor has awoken the Vipoids and the Constrictaurs and an all out 
snake war has taken over Ninjago.   The Ninja are not faring well, when a mysterious 
Samurai shows up and saves the day.  

 

6.30  The Amazing Spiez (Sr 2 / Ep 16 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

When Jerry tells the spies he’s decided to retire, the spies are shocked! That’s when he 
reveals a younger clone-version of himself to run WOOHP in his absence. As the spies get 
to know the new, younger Jerry, they really like him. After all, he’s a lot hipper, less uptight 
and way more fun than the older Jerry – plus, he sends them on really easy missions. But 
when the spies begin to notice that they almost get taken out on all of these “easy 
missions,” they try to get in touch with older Jerry. What they eventually discover is that 
cloned Jerry, hungry for the power and glamour of WOOHP, but not so concerned about 
the responsibilities of running the agency, is trying to get rid of the spies for good. The 
spies have a showdown with the new Jerry and bring the old, reliable Jerry back in the 
end. In a b-story, Tony imitates a number of people to try and cultivate a new persona. 

 
7.00  Phineas & Ferb (Yr 2 / Ep 12 / Schoolkids)   

Phineas and Ferb travel to the future to find a tool that hasn’t been invented yet, and run 
into future Candace.  Seeing an opportunity to finally bust her brothers, she follows them 
back through time to catch them building their rollercoaster, and exposes their antics to 
her mom.  In the process, she accidentally foils Agent P's defeat of Dr. Doofenshmirtz, 
starting a chain reaction that turns the future into a dystopian society. 

 
7.30  Ben 10: Ultimate Alien II (Ep 2 / Schoolkids) 

The Forever Knights accidentally unleash an evil force that threatens to enslave the 
human race! 

 
8.00  Good Luck Charlie (Yr 1 / Ep 4 / Schoolkids)  

Amy reveals that she was Whammy the Ram, the mascot of Teddy's high school, and 
pressures her into trying out for the role too. Teddy tries to blow the audition but gets the 
role anyway, just in time for the big rivalry game. Meanwhile, PJ challenges his best friend 
Emmett to baby-race his nephew against Charlie. 

 

8.30 oktOriginal: Groom My Room (Sr 8 / Ep 4 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目)  

In this episode, go gaga over graffiti with Dhalila as she shakes, sprays and paints her way 
to an exciting new room!  
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okto THURSDAY  26  APRIL  2012 
 

9.00PM           DOCUMENTARY: Worst Case Scenario (Eps 9 - 10 / Info-ed) (益智节目) 

Bear Grylls  goes to the rescue of an injured mountain biker and then outwits two fleet-
footed pursuers chasing him.  Bear Grylls fends off a driver with road rage and escapes 
from being trampled by a panicked crowd. 

  
10.00 a-ok: Lonely Planet: Six Degrees China: Chengdu (Ep 2 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Oli Pettigrew travels to Chengdu, the capital of Sichuan Province in western China. He 
meets a graffiti artist, a traditional calligrapher, and a sculptor who creates a replica of the 
Venus de Milo made from the faeces of giant pandas.  He tastes Sichuan cuisine and tea, 
experiences ear-cleaning on the street, takes part in a Sichuan Opera performance, and 
visits the Dujiangyan irrigation infrastructure built in 256BC. 

 

11.00  a-ok: Classical Destinations: Aled Jones (Sr 1 / Ep 4 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

 
12.30AM         Close  

 
 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
Daily Programme Listing 
 

okto  FRIDAY  27  APRIL  2012 
 
9.00AM           Sesam e St reet  (Season 40 / Ep 20 / Preschoo l) (幼儿乐园) 

 

10.00   oktOriginal: WITZ! (Ep 20 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园).  

 

10.30  Rob The Robot (Eps 29 - 30 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
While Rob and his crew search the spooky Junk Planet for a part to fix their rocket, TK hears noises 
and sees large footprints which make her believe there’s a monster on the loose! When the crew 
discover they’re out of eggs for Rob’s special breakfast omelette, the gang head to the Farm Planet 
to get some more.   

 

11.00  Wow ! Wow ! Wubbzy (Sr  2 / Ep  20 / Preschoo l) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.30  Guess How Much I Love You (Eps 25 - 26 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
A Summer storm sweeps across the valley and a nervous Little Nutbrown Hare and his friends 
scamper into a cave with Big Nutbrown Hare. They are all safe and dry in the cave, but the thunder 
outside is still scary. Big Nutbrown Hare explains that noises can’t hurt you but will he help them 
overcome their fears enough to enjoy the storm and the wonders of nature that it brings?  A lazy 
Summer’s day brings a wonderful discovery for Little Nutbrown Hare - a tree full of bright, beautiful, 
tasty plums! Little Nutbrown Hare isn’t the only one enjoying the juicy summer fruit, it seems like 
every animal in the meadow has come for a taste. As the Summer goes on the plums disappear 
and Little Nutbrown Hare begins to wonder what all the animals will do without them. 

 

12.00NN   The Cat In The Hat Knows A Lot About That! (Ep 38 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
 

12.30PM          Hi-5 (Sr 13 / Ep 15 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.00  oktOriginal: WITZ! (Ep 20 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 
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1.30  Rob The Robot (Eps 29 - 30 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.00  Wow! Wow! Wubbzy (Sr 2 / Ep 20 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.30  Guess How Much I Love You (Eps 25 - 26 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: Count TV (Ep 8 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 2 / Ep 2 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

4.00 oktOriginal: Cows & Crayons (Sr 2 / Ep 2 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目)   

 

4.30  oktOriginal: Wushu Warriors (Ep 1 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

 

5.00  Martha Speaks (Ep 16 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

 
5.30  Pirates, Adventures In Art (Ep 19 / Schoolkids) 
 

6.00  Sherlock Yack (Eps 13 - 14 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

 
 
 
 

okto  FRIDAY  27  APRIL  2012 
 
6.30PM okto @ The Movies: Stitch! The Movie (Movie)  

Stitch! The Movie follows the fun-filled, heartwarming antics of the lovable, troublemaking 
little alien, formerly experiment 626, who splashed down to Earth and touched the lives of 
LILO and her extended family. Now STITCH, PLEAKLEY and JUMBA are all part of the 
family. But what Lilo and Stitch don't know is that Jumba smuggled his first 625 alien 
experiments to Earth and now the evil Captain Gantu wants those other aliens back. It's up 
to Lilo and Stitch to rescue his out-of-this-world family and save the experiments! 

 
8.30  Backyard Science (Sr 2 / Ep 4 / Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目) 

Construct a super clubhouse for your caterpillars; find out why two eyes are always better 
than one; grate up potatoes and discover why they’re chock full of energy-giving starch; 
make a boomerang that always comes back, and design your own groovy T-shirt, make 
your own detergent powered racing boat; discover why dog sleds travel faster over 
freezing ice; find out why your pupils open and close when it’s dark or light, and make a 
tissue suck water up a flower stem. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

okto  FRIDAY  27  APRIL  2012 
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9.00PM          ANIMAL NIGHT: Into The Wilderness: Grand Canyon (Sr 2 / Ep 2 / Info-ed)  

(With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目) 

The Grand Canyon is America’s most visited natural wonder. It is one of Earth’s few 
landforms visible from space.This programme follows a remarkable scientific expedition as 
it makes a 2-week, 277-mile journey through the Grand Canyon. Along the way, the 
scientists learn how the Canyon’s first inhabitants survived and settled in this wild place, 
and how its plants may help warn us of coming climatic dangers. 

 

10.00 PRINT TO SCREEN: Return To Cranford (Ep 3 / Drama) (电视剧)  
Edward is wanted by the police for stealing money to pay gambling debts. Peggy feels 
compelled to help by running away with him. But the train they take to Liverpool is involved 
in an accident that kills Edward, and badly injures William. Miss Matty feels she has 
unwittingly opened Pandora’s box and fears that Cranford will never recover. But she 
resolves to take positive action and organises an event for Christmas Eve that will draw 
the town together.  

 
11.00 PRINT TO SCREEN: The Casebook Of Sherlock Holmes (Ep 4 / Drama) (电视剧)  

A young woman, Alice Turner, wants Holmes to exonerate her childhood friend, James 
McCarthy, whom she loves dearly and who has been charged with murdering his father, 
William McCarthy. She is convinced of James’ innocence and believes that the murder 
charge is due in part to his refusal to reveal what he and his father were arguing about the 
day the elder McCarthy was killed.  

 
12.00MN         Close 
 
 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
Daily Programme Listing 
 
okto   SATURDAY 28  APRIL  2012 
 

7.00AM           In  The Night  Garden (Set 4 / Ep 17 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

7.30  In The Night Garden (Set 5 / Ep 17 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

8.00           The Advent ures Of  Hello Kit t y & Fr iends (Eps 45 - 48 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

9.00  Dragon Snooker (Ep 12 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)  

Keith from Germany wants to challenge with Dong, Dong doesn’t know his purpose and 
makes friend with him truthfully. Junhui, Fan and Dong enter the national training base, the 
coach suggests Dong becomes the first player. The coach critics Dong during the training 
and make the other players doubt about his capacity. At the same time, the national team 
is facing the possibility of dismiss with the conflict between Junhui and Fan. Sha Sha 
mediates them and at the same time, Sen and Du also come back for the training. 
 

9.30  Scan 2 Go (Ep 49 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

  

10.00  Pokemon: Black & White (Season 14 / Ep 24 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  

With the Castelia City Gym Badge in hand, Ash is heading for Nimbasa City with his 
friends, including Bianca, who has rejoined their travels. Along the way, Bianca spots an 
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adorable Emolga and really wants to catch it! Our heroes pitch in to help her track the 
elusive Emolga and try to keep her out of trouble in the process. But the Sky Squirrel 
Pokémon has its own agenda. 
 

10.30  Bakugan Battle Brawlers (Sr 3 / Ep 31 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

 

11.00  Metal Fight Beyblade (Sr 2 / Ep 14 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Gingka and his team battle their next opponents in the Beyblade World Championships, 
the Russian Team, Lovushka. Masamune meanwhile is lost in the countryside, having 
been tricked into taking a different train than his teammates.  Gingka battles Nowaguma in 
a fierce contest, but in the end Gingka is victorious.  Team Gangan Galaxy advances, but 
they are still missing one of their members, Masamune. 
 

11.30  LEGO Ninjago (Sr 2 / Ep 6 / Schoolkids) (卡通片) 

The Snake King:  Pythor declares himself to be the destined leader who will reawaken The 
Great Devourer – an ancient beast who can’t be killed and will consume all of 
Ninjago.  We find out Nya is the Samurai and Lloyd is taken prisoner by the snake tribes. 
 

12.00NN Artzooka (Ep 26 / Info-ed / Schoolkids) (益智节目) 

Jeremie makes one-of-a-kind fingerprint art, a spaghetti western marionette, and shows us 
how to silkscreen a t-shirt. 

 

 
okto   SATURDAY 28  APRIL  2012 
 

12.30PM       oktOriginal: Groom My Room (Sr 8 / Ep 4 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

In this episode, go gaga over graffiti with Dhalila as she shakes, sprays and paints her way 
to an exciting new room!  

 

1.00  Bakugan Battle Brawlers (Eps 51 - 52 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

  

2.00  The Jungle Book (Eps 7 – 10 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)   

 

3.00 Zheng He's Voyages To The West Seas (Eps 11 - 12 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)   

 
4.00 Masked Rider Den-O (Eps 15 - 16 / Schoolkids / R) 

 

5.00 oktOriginal: Moon Face (Sr 2 / Eps 5 – 6 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

 
6.00  Wild Kratts (Ep 13 / Schoolkids / R)  

 

6.30 The Mysteries Of Alfred Hedgehog (Eps 15 - 16 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

  
7.00       Pokemon: DP Sinnoh League Victors (Season 13 / Ep 17 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R)  

(卡通片) 
The Grand Festival is finally under way, and the air is crackling with excitement! We join our heroes 
at a meet-and-greet to kick off the event. Many of Dawn's fellow Coordinators are in attendance, 
and they're all excited to show off their skills. Nando, Zoey, Ursula, and Kenny have all come to 
compete, as well as Jessilina. But the real surprise comes when the judges announce Nurse Joy 
from the Hoenn region and Hearthome City Gym Leader Fantina!  The first round begins with three 
stages running at once! The girls and Nando all turn in splendid performances, but Kenny tries out 
a risky combination move that doesn't go so well.  When the final tabulation is revealed, everyone 
but Kenny has moved on to the second round. Vowing to begin training at once for the next Grand 
Festival, Kenny cheerfully bids goodbye to Dawn and her friends. He also advises Dawn to make 
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sure she beats "that girl with the Plusle and Minun" her old rival Ursula, of course!  We leave the 
Grand Festival as it wraps up its first day. But the second round is coming up quickly! 

 
7.30 Power Rangers Jungle Fury (Ep 2 / Schoolkids / R) 

The Rangers don’t stand a chance against a huge Mantor.  RJ won’t teach the Rangers 
how to channel their Megazord power till they can work together.  Camille and Mantor plot 
to destroy the city for Dai Shi.  Theo comes to terms with the fact that Casey, a new 
student, was chosen to be on the team.  The Rangers learn to help each other out and use 
their Megazord to defeat Mantor. 

 
8.00  The Avengers: Earth's Mightiest Heroes (Yr 1 / Ep 8 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 

8.30  oktOriginal: 100 Wishes (Sr 2 / Ep 4 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

Young Mavis Kang is devastated that her pet terrapin, Timmy, has disappeared. The tiny 
reptile is Mavis’s best friend, and there is nothing that she wishes for more than to see 
Timmy again. Our trio takes on the wish only to find out that Timmy is not the first time 
he’s gone missing…and there just might be something that Mavis’s father has been hiding 
from her all this while. 

 
 

 

okto   SATURDAY  28  APRIL  2012 
 

9.00PM Wonders Of The World (Ep 1 / Debut / Info-ed) (益智节目) 

Sometimes the most stunning, amazing, eye-popping, spectacular things come in 
bite-sized portions. From science and technology to extraordinary animal behaviour 
and extreme sports, our world has nothing but excitement to offer. And there is 
much that has yet to be explored. National Geographic takes viewers inside the 
incredible stories that make up our world and leaves everyone hungry for more.  
Over the course of each hour in this new series we will journey from the shores of 
Japan to the swamps of Costa Rica, covering a range of topics and revealing the 
sometimes wacky, often whimsical, always wild, wonders of the world.  National 
Geographic filmmakers team with scientists, engineers and explorers to bring a 
chorus of visual stories that not only provide shock and awe, but also bring 
awareness to some of the lesser-known, overlooked corners of the globe.  

  
10.00  CENTRESTAGE: La Scala: Giuseppe Verdi – II Trovatore (Culture)  

Giuseppe Verdi’s four-act opera “The Troubadour” is performed by the world-renowned 
Italian opera house La Scala.  The cast includes Leo Nucci, Barbara Frittoli and Violeta 
Urmana. 

 
12.30AM         Close  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
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Daily Programme Listing 
 

okto SUNDAY  29  APRIL  2012 
 

7.00AM           In  The Night  Garden (Set 4 / Ep 18 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

7.30  In The Night Garden (Set 5 / Ep 18 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

8.00           The Adventures Of Hello Kitty & Friends (Eps 49 - 52 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

9.00  Magic Wonderland (Ep 2 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

 

9.32 Monkey King (Ep 2 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片)  
 

10.00  The Mysteries Of Alfred Hedgehog (Eps 51 - 52 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)  

When everyone in Gnarly Woods starts suffering from flu symptoms – running noses, itchy 
eyes, etc., Doctor Anna is at a loss to explain why. With Alfred’s keen mind, it turns out it’s 
a simple case of Hay Fever, an allergy caused by the ragweed plant.  Alfred and Camille 
are playing a game of basketball outside the Hedgequarters, when Alfred’s Dad races in. 
Something has happened to his bees.  Investigating further, Alfred discovers that the 
Queen Bee is missing and if she isn’t found, his father won’t be able to make honey this 
season.  It turns out that the Queen got stuck on Victor’s coat when he came for a visit. 
The  Queen is returned and the swarm is healthy again. 

 
10.30  Cardfight Vanguard (Ep 3 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

Emi, Aichi's younger sister, finds it strange that the normally boring Aichi seems to be a lot 
more cheerful lately. Oneday, Emi spots Aichi being led off by some mean looking guys 
after school. Worried that he might be in trouble, Emifollows them right to the shop called 
"Card Capitol". 

 

11.00  Hannah Montana (Yr 3 / Ep 4 / Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

While in Las Vegas for a Hannah Montana concert, Miley runs into Traci and Jake who 
reveal they are in love and want to get married while in Vegas. Shocked, Miley enlists Lilly 
and Robby's help to stop the wedding and along the way, rediscovers her feelings for 
Jake. Meanwhile, Rico keeps trying to spoil Jackson's date with Allison. 
  

11.30  Aaron Stone (Yr 1 / Ep 4 / Schoolkids / R)  

Cerebella, a mind-control specialist is creating chaos after brainwashing children with a 
rock video so she and The Seven can take over the world.  Aaron Stone enlists his "Hero 
Rising" friends to foil Cerebella's plans by hacking into her computer and destroying the 
video.  Meanwhile, Stan fills in for Charlie as the lead singer at a school audition. 

 

12.00NN Geronimo Stilton (Ep 5 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) 

In an effort to create a big story for her news agency, Sally makes up a story about herself 
being kidnapped by the notorious mobster, Barry the Moustache, in the hopes of tricking 
Geronimo into saving her and making him look foolish.  But when the real Barry the 
Moustache shows up, both Sally and Geronimo find themselves in trouble. 
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12.30PM Time Warp Trio (Ep 10 / Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

1.00  Sangokuden Brave Battle Warriors (Eps 21 - 22 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)   

 
2.00  Pearlie (Eps 18 - 19 / Schoolkids / R) 
 

3.00 Zheng He's Voyages To The West Seas (Eps 13 - 14 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片)   

 
4.00 Masked Rider Den-O (Eps 17 - 18 / Schoolkids / R)  
 

5.00 oktOriginal: Moon Face (Sr 2 / Eps 7 – 8 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

 
6.00  Wild Kratts (Ep 14 / Schoolkids / R)  
 

6.30  The Mysteries Of Alfred Hedgehog (Eps 17 - 18 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 
7.00         Pokemon: DP Sinnoh League Victors (Season 13 / Ep 18 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R)  

(卡通片) 

Ursula is her usual assured self, and as the battle begins, it appears that Dawn, competing 
with her Mamoswine and Pachirisu, can't even get a move in. Ursula and her Gabite and 
Flareon seem unstoppable, as they chip away at Dawn's points little by little.  But Ursula's 
overconfidence provides an opening for Dawn. Inspired, she decides to use Ice Chandelier 
her newest move and pulls it off beautifully! When a surprised Ursula is caught off guard, 
Dawn uses Gabite's Dig to her own advantage...and when the smoke clears, Gabite and 
Flareon are unable to battle, giving Dawn a last-minute win! 
 

7.30 Power Rangers Jungle Fury (Ep 3 / Schoolkids / R)  

Casey realizes that Theo and Lily are much more skilled than he is and asks RJ to give 
him extra training.  RJ has Casey do household chores around his loft.  Very reluctant, 
Casey does the work not knowing that he is learning the techniques he will need to defeat 
Dai Shi’s newest monster.  Using the same techniques he learned while doing chores for 
RJ, Casey stands his ground against Buffalord. 

 

8.00  The Avengers: Earth's Mightiest Heroes (Yr 1 / Ep 9 / Schoolkids / Cartoon / R) (卡通片) 

 

8.30  oktOriginal: 100 Wishes (Sr 2 / Ep 5 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

Melanie’s classmate, the strait-laced Amos Kok has always known that he’s adopted. Now 
bored and embarrassed of the non-stop buskering every other Sunday in Orchard Road 
with his adopted parents, he decides to look for his real parents...Will the search for 
Amos’s real parents do more good than bad? Will Amos realize his adopted parents are 
his “real” parents? 
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9.00PM           DOCUMENTARY: Make Do And Mend (Sr 1 / Eps 17 - 18 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

Simon cooks tasty and inexpensive curry, Jo helps a young couple to give their dining 
room a makeover, and Lucia has a simple remedy for smelly shoes.  Simon helps a young 
man prepare a budget Sunday lunch for his extended family, Lucia repairs a teddy bear 
toy, and Jo continues the dining room makeover. 

 

10.00  FILMART: Michael Clayton (Movie) (艺 术 影 院) 

Michael Clayton (George Clooney) is an in-house “fixer” at one of the largest corporate law 
firms in New York.  At the behest of the firm’s co-founder Marty Bach (Sydney Pollack), 
Clayton, a former prosecutor from a family of cops, takes care of Kenner, Bach & Ledeen’s 
dirtiest work.  Clayton cleans up clients’ messes, handling anything from hit-and-runs and 
damaging stories in the press to shoplifting wives and crooked politicians. Though burned 
out and discontented in his job, Clayton is inextricably tied to Kenner, Bach & Ledeen; a 
divorce, gambling habit, and a failed business venture have left him with mounting debt.  
At the agrichemical company U/North, the career of in-house counsel chief Karen Crowder 
(Tilda Swinton) rests on the multi-million dollar settlement of a class action suit that 
Clayton’s firm is leading to a seemingly successful conclusion.  When Kenner, Bach & 
Ledeen’s top litigator, the brilliant Arthur Edens (Tom Wilkinson), has an apparent 
breakdown and subsequently tries to sabotage the entire U/North case, Michael Clayton is 
sent to tackle this unprecedented disaster and in doing so comes face to face with the 
reality of who he has become. 

 
12.30MN        Close 

 

MediaCorp Pte Ltd 
Daily Programme Listing 
 

okto MONDAY  30  APRIL  2012 
 

9.00AM           Sesame Street (Season 40 / Ep 21 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园)   

 

10.00               oktOriginal: Sunshine Station (Ep 1 / Local / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 
 

10.30  Rob The Robot (Eps 31 - 32 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
Wanting to top off their Help Giving Day feast with a special dessert,the gang head to the Comet 
Cake Planet! However, they soon discover there’s only one cake left that’s ready to eat, and a 
seemingly greedy alien robot has stolen it!  When the crew go to the Picnic Planet for a picnic, 
strange things start happening.  Their food begins to vanish into thin air!   

 

11.00               Wow! Wow! Wubbzy (Sr 2 / Ep 21 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 

 

11.30  Guess How Much I Love You (Eps 27 - 28 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
Little Nutbrown Hare awakes to find the leaves changing colour and falling off the trees, the flowers 
dropping off the bushes and the tadpoles turning into frogs. Autumn is here and it’s time for change! 
Little Nutbrown Hare misses the joys of the Summer meadow. Will he discover that Autumn has it’s 
own delights?  The cool Autumn breeze isn’t enough to deter Little Nutbrown Hare and Little Field 
Mouse from going out to find what special experiences the day might bring. However, with the 
weather and wind constantly changing, it’s very hard for the friends continue playing any one game. 
Will the strange weather spoil their fun, or will it bring them a special experience after all? 
 

12.00NN   The Cat In The Hat Knows A Lot About That! (Ep 39 / Preschool) (幼儿乐园) 
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12.30PM         Hi-5 (Sr 13 / Ep 16 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

   

1.00  oktOriginal: Sunsh ine St at ion  (Ep 1 / Local / Preschoo l / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

1.30  Rob The Robot (Eps 31 - 32 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.00  Wow! Wow! Wubbzy (Sr 2 / Ep 21 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

2.30  Guess How Much I Love You (Eps 27 - 28 / Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.00  oktOriginal: Count TV (Ep 9 / Local Preschool / R) (幼儿乐园) 

 

3.30  oktOriginal: Art Factory (Sr 2 / Ep 3 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 

 

4.00 oktOriginal: Cows & Crayons (Sr 2 / Ep 3 / Local Info-ed / Schoolkids / R) (益智节目) 
 

4.30  oktOriginal: Wushu Warriors (Ep 2 / Local Drama / Schoolkids / R) (电视剧) 

 

5.00  Martha Speaks (Ep 17 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

 
5.30  Pirates, Adventures In Art (Ep 20 / Schoolkids) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

okto MONDAY  30  APRIL  2012 
 

6.00  Sherlock Yack (Eps 15 - 16 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

 

6.30  The Amazing Spiez (Sr 2 / Ep 17 / Schoolkids / Cartoon) (卡通片) 

Jerry informs the spies that Hannigan, an entertainer who destroys veggies with a mallet, 
has been reported missing. Only when they go to search for him, they find that he isn’t 
missing but his act isn’t as funny as they remembered. Then Jerry informs the spies of an 
abduction in progress, this time of a clown named Bizbo. Though the spies don’t get there 
in time to stop it, they are able to find a clue: a bit of a red, rubber nose. What the gang 
eventually uncovers is that a comedian named Funny Bone is to blame. Jealous of his 
more-funny peers, he’s come up with a way to steel their sense of humor. And once he 
has it, he plans to unleash it on an unsuspecting audience with the goal of making them 
laugh so hard, they’ll literally fall to pieces! In a b-story, Megan convinces herself that if 
she can win the Southdale talent show, she can win the heart of the b’ball captain. 

 
7.00  Phineas & Ferb (Yr 2 / Ep 13 / Schoolkids) 

Candace tries to bust her brothers when, to play a game of indoor hide and seek, Phineas 
and Ferb shrink down their friends including their new extreme fan, Irving.  Meanwhile, Dr. 
Doofenshmirtz attaches a nanobot to Perry in an attempt to discover where he lives.  
Baljeet wants to impress his childhood friend from India, so he enlists Phineas and Ferb to 
help woo her. However, none of their over-the-top romantic gestures impress her, as she 
likes Baljeet for who he really is.  Meanwhile, Perry must stop the sleep deprived Dr. 
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Doofenshmirtz from moving the Danville Lighthouse to the other side of town so that he 
isn't bothered by all the ships. 

 
7.30  Pair Of Kings (Yr 1 / Ep 20 / Schoolkids) 

Boomer and Brady head back to their high school prom in Chicago to flaunt their royal 
status. When Mason and Mikayla learn about a handful of tarantula stowaways that 
traveled with the twins, they head to the windy city. At the prom, the tarantulas morph into 
Tarantula People and the kings must defend the school and prove their royal prowess. 

 
8.00  Kids Detective (Sr 1 / Ep 8 / Schoolkids / R) 

Ssalvaging damaged paper documents with glycerine AND scooping ice cream onto the 
kitchen floor to determine the time of the crime AND using chemical analysis to catch a 
mobile phone thief AND inspecting microscopic flower pollen to solve the mystery of a 
trampled garden. 

 

8.30  oktOriginal: KNOCKOUT: ALL STARS (Ep 5 / Local Info-ed) (益智节目)  

This week, Ooboo and Booboo go bananas as they introduce the wonderful World of 
Stories. The teams immerse themselves in myth and folklore as they create and use 
puppets to tell their version of how “Singapura” got its name. Then the Mystery Challenge 
will shock and amuse as it showcases their potential to churn out Broadway musical 
performances. Check out their larger than life stories, only on KNOCKOUT ALL STARS! 

 
 

 
 

okto MONDAY  30  APRIL  2012 
 

9.00PM           ANIMAL NIGHT: Bite Me With Dr Mike Leahy: Australian Outback (Ep 5 / Info-ed)  

(With Chinese Subtitles) (益智节目)  

From the bush fly and the bed bug to the redback spider and the inland taipan, Mike Leahy 
searches for and examines some of the lethal inhabitants in the Australian Outback. 

 

10.00  a-ok: Popstar To Operastar (Sr 2 / Ep 6 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

The two finalists, Joe McElderry and Cheryl Baker, take part in a group performance that 
sees them singing alongside mentors Katherine Jenkins and Rolando Villazon. Tenor 
Andrea Bocelli returns to the stage for en encore. 

 
11.30   a-ok: Euromaxx (Ep 41 / Info-ed) (益智节目)  

This episode features Swedish singer Anna Ternheim, a boat trip through Berlin, a luxury 
hotel in Slovenia, and a pioneer of pyro photography. 

 
12.00AM         Close 

 


